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SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA

Harry Wu ·visits USD

By L. E Hom

"I hope one day that 1aogai'
becomes an English word.
Gulag means Soviet labor camps.
Now recognize my people. "
Harry Wu
Human rights activist Harry Wu
spoke_at USO on _November 4 and 5
about his experiences with the criminal
justice system in China. Having spent 19
years in a labor camp for political offenses, Wu spoke to students and faculty
about his mission to expose China's
human rights abuses in its system of"laogai," the world's largest surviving labor
reform camp network.
Wu, a naturalized U.S. citizen, is
Human
activist Harry Wu ....,., ......... usrii;:)~i:a::i; after hi~
largely responsible for bringing the labor
recent
visit
to
USD
to expose .Chinese government slave labor camps.
camp system to the attention of the
international community a·n d advancing year. The sale of organs of executed pris- her of executions in 1994 was an estithe prohibition oflabor camp exports, as oners is one such export adding to mated 1,411, according to Amnesty
well as the organ donations from execut- China's GNP. Research by The Laogai _International. The Chinese contend that
ed prisoners. -"The prisoner has no rights. Research Foundation, which Wu found- the donating prisoners are "brain dead"'
Part of their debt to society is still being ed, documents the Chinese Communist and their organs would go to waste if
paid ...even in death," Wu said.
government's _control over. the lucrative they were not sold. The doctors also
The Chinese Laogai is a system of practice. Executed- prisoners have contend only organs from rapists, burpenal colonies which the Chinese gov- .b~come the signifipnt source for kid-;- glars _ or~ ~lwse ~who h~ye c;:9mmitt~d
ernment has transformed into a vast neys, which command as high a price as "political crimes" are taken.
profit-making, export oriented enter- $30,000 each. At an estimated average of
The problem according to the
prise. The reservoir of slave labor is part -nearly four executions a day, the practice Laogai Research Foundation, however, is
of China's growing economy and pro- makes for a steady supply of foreign cap- not donor charity nor the donor's ethical
duces exports-worth millions of dollars a ital for the Ch~nese economy. The num- - or political leanings, but rather that the

1:11~11111 1

Career Services
Charging Recruiters for
Campus Interviews
ByJeff Lawrence
Some USO law students have recently
expressed concerns regarding the law
school Career Services Office policy of
charging job recruiters to interview on
campus. According to Kate Vargas, Career
Services Assistant Director and the person
in charge of recruiting procedures,
recruiters are charged a fee of $50 to come
to the campus and interview students. This
fee has been in effect for the last ten years,
and has never been increased. The fee is
waived for public interest legal employers, as
well as governmental agencies. Vargas stated
that this year more than 260 recruiters were
involved in full recruiting, and more than 60
recruiters interviewed students on campus. ,
According to Vargas, and Career
Services Director Susan Benson, charging a
fee is not an uncommon policy. Of the sixteen accredited law schools in California,
ten of them charge recruiters to interview
on campus. Vargas emphasized that the
California law .schools that don't charge are
all in the fifth tier of the US. News and World
Report law school rankings, except for
Pepperdine, which is a fourth tier school.

The report ranks USO as a thiid tier school.
Additionally; Vargas stated that USO
charges the lowest amount of all the law
schools in California that do charge.
"Other law schools in California charge
anywhere from $150 to $400 for the exai:;t
same thing," saidVargas. "USC (University
of Southern California) charges $250."
Vargas also mentioned that Yale law school
charges recruiters $4500.

"It is simply not an issue.
Fifty dollars to a law firm is
nothing, " Ulrgas said.
Motions followed this story after hearing that a small law firm had told a student
that the fee kept them trom recruiting on
campus last year. When asked,Vargas-stated
that last year she did offer to allow this firm
to interview on campus for no charge, but
they did not show up. Additionally, Vargas
stated that the same firm registered late this
year, but was allowed to interview students
on campus without paying the fee.
Both Vargas and Benson said that the

fee has not deterred any .recruiters fiom
coming to campus to their knowledge. "It
is simply not an issue. Fifty dollars to a law
firm is nothing,"Vargas said.
They also stated that deterring
recruiters wol!ld be C<?unter to the purpose
of their jobs, which is to serve as advocates
for students. "We want to help students get
jobs, not hinder them," said Vargas. tater,
Vargas added that if a firm fails to pay the
fee, she will not insist that they pay it.
Vargas·also mentioned that recruiters
seemed to be less interested in USO before
they started charging a fee. "It's a marketing
strategy. When you charge money for
something, people seem to think that it
must have some value," said Vargas. After
USO _started charging the fee, more
recruiters became interested in the law
school, according to Vargas.
When asked what the fees were used
for, Vargas stated that when the recruiters
come to campus to _interview, they get anything that they want at no charge. This
includes unlimited coffee from the Cardiff
Coffee Co. cart, lunch, snacks, and free
parking. The fee also covers the costs of

prisoners have not received due process
and in many cases are sentenced without
a trial. Despite the existence of a
Chinese Constitution, the alleged "criminals" do not have the benefit of trial
before imprisonment. Under Chinese
law, anyone can be imprisoned for up to
three years without trial on an administrative ordei.
Borrowing fiom the Soviet system,
the Chinese camp system began under the
leadership of Mao's communist state, a
time of poverty; arbitrary power, hysterical
political conformity an~ persecution of
the downtrodden. According to the
- Laogai Research Foundation, "while alive,
prisoners in the Laogai are forced in the
name of "reform" to create wealth for the
nation. They reclaim · wastelands, build
roads, dig reservoirs and make products for
export. When dead, even their bod_ies are
used to make additional profits for the
Chinese Communist government.
The Chinese dictators would call
their use of executed prisoners' organs an
act of charity. In reality it is a violation
of human rights."
T his past June, Wu became a fl~sh
point in international news. Chinese
officials held him for illegal entry and
espionage charges, which resulted in a
15-year sentence and eventual expulsion
from China. Wu's plight was followed by
world media, catapulting Wu into the
international human rights limelight and
garnering more widespread support for
his cause. Global sympathy became a factor in his ultimate release from China.
Ironically, this is the exact -opposite of
what the Chinese Government intended
or desired. Even First Lady Hillary
Rodham Clinton's decision to attend the
U.N. Conference on Women in Beijing
seemed to be hinged upon Wu's release.
(Wu continues on page 15)
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WHAT'S NEW IN THE LRC? BOOKS OF SPECI-!\L INTEREST
Law and . the America. Describes in detail how Nixon
KELLOG, SUSAN.
Transformation of Aztec . Culture, 1500- changed the direction of the Supreme
1700. Relates how Spanish law served as Court by appointing Powell and
an' instrument of cultural transformation ' Rehnquist to the Court, and the infightand adaptation in the'lives of the indige- ing between the A.BA and the
ALTMAN, EDWARD I. The Financial
nous population during the first two Administrati~:m over the appointments.
Dynamics of the Insurance Industry.
Examines the insurance industry's past,
cer'ituries of colonial rule.
SM.ITH, H. A. The Law and Custom of the
evaluates current financial choices and
Sea, seamd edition. Offers a dear explanation
challenges, and provides guidance for
KOEST~R, ARTHUR:' Reflections on
maximizing future opportunities.
GOWERS, SIR ERNEST. A Life far a Hanging. Sheds a harsh, clear light on the of the subject and provides help to the
. Life? The problems of capital punisht!Jent. modern implicatjons of the old Biblical . seagoing officer to make practical and inde~
BURTON, JEFFREY. Indian Territory "' Discusses the de;th penalty from both . precept: An eye for an eye, and a tooth for pendent decisions in difficult situations.
and the United States, 1866-.1906: c;o~rts, ·· .the:prac~ical and moral points ·of view as atooth: ·
government, and the movemen~ Jar·•;;i : f{>~m.er Chairman · of . the RoyaF
WEXLEY;JOHN. The judgment ofJulius
Oklahoma statehood~ _Shovys hQ.~ '~tk~· £ ·c,~~jon ·pn- Capital Pun~hment.
K_U NSTLER, WILLIAM M. · - The a_nd Ethel Rosenberg. Contends to be the
U.S. Congress used judicia1:refor~~1q.~ ,.
. ~
.
·· .
·Minister and the Choir _Singer: The Hall- classic, definitive work o~ the worldfederal courts of tlie ,Indian' Territ
_ ; • .. ~.JOHN. · Free Movement of Mills murder cas,e. Details the day-by-day important Cold War spy case of the
suppress the Five Tribes' go:V~rnmJ
iio'ris:;J; 'ih._e .Eli<of[ers a broad· guide events .of the fascinating unsolved dou- Rosenbergs who'' we.re executed as a
clear the way for Oklahoma stateho9d . ..., to the area of European Union law con- · ble-murder case from the annals of result of a disputed trial.
.,;.;..
,· ...,,~· ..., cern:ing ' .the rights .of. free movement ·American ._, cr~me
involving
an ..
CECI, STEPHEN J. jeopardy in the available to the . n;tionals of the EC Episcopaiian pri~st, the wife of the WILLIAMS, PATRICIA J. The Rooster's
Courtroom: A scientific analysis of children's meinber states.
church's, sexton who sang in the choir, Egg: On the persistence ofprejudice. Presents
testimony. Draws from the vast corpus of
and the unknown killer.
figures and images plucked from the
scientific .research and case studies from BOWARD, RHODA E. Human Rights
headlines--from Tonya Harding to Lani .
the Salem Witch . Hunt to ..the Little and the &arch for Community. Argues that NAGEL, ROBERT E, ed. Intellect and ' Guinier, Rush Limbaugh to .. Hillai;y .
Rascals Day Care case to illustrate and communities can exist ·in modern Creft:The contributions ofjustice Hans Linde Clinton, Clarence Thomas to Dan
clarify this study of a highly debated topic. Western societies if they protect the ' to'American tonstitutionalisin: Offers some· Quayle--and shows how their portrayal,
whole spe'ctrufu of human rightS, espe'-' ·' of"the 'rilost inipbrtant writi~gs . ~f this encoding .' certain stereotypes, ' often
CHAN; SUCHENG. ~< E'nt'fy Denied: . dally: if i:hef prote~t e~otforilic: Hghts ·'as', contemporary . constitutional schofar reveals more about the reader than about
· · ' ·· wli~ ·· h~s· ·.retired from ' the Ot~gon the subjects.
Exclusion and the Ch~nese eommuniif i~ · well as _C:ivil aha p:olltical: · .. · : ·
America, 1882- 1943. Offers a collection ·
Supreme Court.
ZEEVELD, W GORDON. Foundations
of essays on how the Chinese exclusion JOHNSON, J:>HILIP E. Reason in the
laws were implemented and how the Balance: The case against naturalism in sci- NORGR'E~, JILL. The Cherokee Cases: ofTudor Policy. Discusses the scholars
Chinese, as individuals and as a commu- ence,. law & education. Offers a long look The confrontation of law and politics. chosen by Henry VIII after the break
nity in the U.S., mobilized to mitigate at God, ·sex education, evolution, abor- Examines the legal history of two semi- with Rome, and .how they formed the
tion, the search for a grang unified theo- nal Supreme Court cases of the 1830s political and social programs in the years
the restrictions imposed upon them.
that followed.
. ry in physics, what our public schools · C()ncerning Federal Indian law.
CUTLER, BRIAN L.
Mistaken should teach, the basis oflaw, and many
The Correction. FRED HAGEN was premaIdentification: The eyewi!ness, psychology, and other subjects of interest arid importance. QUEN, JACQUES M.; ed.
Psychiatrist in the Co~rJroom: &lected papers turely listed as the Creative Director in
the law. Reviews the several procedural
safeguards that the criminal justice sys:.. · KAMINSKI; JOHN :P.·-· FederalMs'~ and of Bethard ·L. 'Diamond; ,.M.b'. · Br1Hgs· the' No~erliber issu'e (p. 2). He has since .
tern has devised cto · protect ·defendan~ A.ntifederalists: The debate over the ratification together '.the pivotal contribytions of'Dt... been offici~y hii;~d ·and tontinu'~s ·to
from erroneous conyiction resulting of the Comtitution. Provides the flavor Diamond ill the areas of diminished work hard. We apologize for any confus/
and immediacy of the debates of 1763 capacity, the fallacy of the impartial tion this error caused.
from mistaken identification.
through 1788 by way of an artful use of expert, and the predictability of hypnotically facilitated memory in courtroom
DENMAN,D. R. Origins ofOwnership:A copies of essential documents.
proceedings. ·
brief history of land ownership and tenureBelinda Etezad Rachman
.from earliest times to the modern era. Culls KAMINSKI,JOHN P. .(l Necessary Evil?
Editor-in-Chief
the history of land ownership from Slavery and the debate over the Constitution. RUMBLE, WILFRID E. The Thought of
john
Austin.
Provides
a
full-scale
analysis
of
Offers
a
collection
of
primary
sources
works of authorities and general histories
Fred Hagen
Chris Knight
to provide an interesting background to which describe the transformation of the leading ideas of the great nineteenthManaging
Editor
Creative
Director
white America"s attituoes toward slavery century English jurist and legal philosopher.
the subject.
SIMON, JAMES E In His Own Image:
ELV1NG, RONALD D. Conflict and and freedom.
· Cris Lamb
Wendi Whitmore
The Supreme Court ·. in Richard Nixon's
Compromise: How Congress makes the law.
Features Editor
News Editor

Compiled by
Franklin A. ~ston
Senior Reference Librarian

Follows the odyssey of one important
piece of legislation in . a fascinating
behind-the-scenes look at how Congress
works, from the drafting of a bill to the
wooing of sponsors, from the politics of
a-presidential veto to the parliamentary
maneuvering that cari mean legislative
life or death.
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The next issue,of Motions won•t be out
, until February .'lth. . . ,.. .
But all :articles ·must be:·handed in-on:. .
JanuarY22. There is no Writers·-· Meetins
for thiiiext issue. ,Qur -next Writers~ · ·
, :Meetitui.will,be:·irf..February.Jcf:disctiss.the ·_
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N ewLRC
Computer Lab May Spe
·the End for Free Westlaw Laser·Printe

3

News Analysis
Mike Sarrao, 3L, heard that the idea showing them .the real-world costS of
Levor said she is sensitive to students
By Fred Hagen
was to force students to become better printing verses Qther alternatives. "The concerns about rising tuition, bu~ that
After tolerating carpet glue fumes .researchers by getting them to downlpad goal is to get.students to focus on up-to- there are a lot of free offers the library
and other construction inconveniences instead of printing cases. "What if you date research tools;' she said. "Those doesn't accept because of the hooks..
this semester, students are about to be don't have a computer to download to, .. already doing research in efficient ways "Here vendors_ are offering something
rewarded with a new and, larger law or what if you study (in the library) and won't be effected, but some students will for free to hook you into using their serlibrary computer lab, scheduled to open ·. you don't want to go home just·to print have to look ·at how to allocate resources vices;' she said. "This is· a situation
by the beginning of spring se~ester. But out -- that would be totally ridiculous," of time and money."
where the commercial mission and the
"I think that's patronizing," he said. · academic mission don't merge; To
rather than cheering, rumors that the he said. "They try to do eve~hing
"Law students realize .the costs. I don.'t approach .the idea that resources are
library will charge ten-cents-a-page ·for without telling anybody," he added.
Westlaw laser printing has some.students
"If anything is going to change, stu- know a single student who doesn't want unlimited is not educationally sound."
concerned about the priorities oflibrary dents should have a voice in it;' Student . to be th~ best researcher:' He says giv-:
Krause-Leemon said that effective
administrators.
RelatiOQS . Committee member Karla ' 'ing students fake Westlaw and LEXIS searches is where the issue lies. Students
The new lab will eventually hold 28 Goltman, 3L, said after meeting with bills would be a less intrusive way to give . can still download to disk and print. else- ·
networked, pentium personal computers Levor. "They should have posted some- students feedback on real-world cos~.
where or read off the screen. "It doesn't
~~t1~ ,af.c,:ss . t~ _\Ve,s~l~%. ~.P.~,,PP~!~ ..o~;: , thi!}g)n t4~ gprai;y :il .~he xer¥)?,~g~n-;,, '···c.B9.t.,LeyQr e~pha$izes. thal- ,QQtQjng . chaQgt; .the way peqpfo search;' he said. .
hne -~~search •. wor,d P,~9.fie~.~g .. ~Qft"".'~-~C!~ . n\i;ig.:·~13~ ~~~~4:.:":·p1er~. ~~SJl m,Jsp1~r;:f~P,- , h~s ,~~~P. .4e.c~d.eq._ .~.J:i~ $aj~ ~the .l~br~qi; l$,. Th~. · b_est . way to, improve researching
cd~rom services, SALLY,°a~ci i~ternei: E~ · tion that students were getting the info, · considering ·several options, including skills is through law·skills classes, he said.
mail, according to library ,Associate but obviously they ~eren't because the hiring ~n outside veqdor to prov~e
Lawyering skills I Director Diedre
Director Ruth Levor. The idea-is to ere- rumors started."
printing and copying services, having ~he Alfred agree~ that the issue is bigger than
. ate an environment students are most
'SBA President David Krause- school provide . these services, cir ·some just printing. "Students don't have near
likely to find themselves in when they ' Leemon says library administrators have combination. But either way, students the amount of training they need to take
start working, Levor says. She calls it the- been 'deceiving_students all along. First would pay ten cents a page for using the advantage of new technology;' she said.
networked laser printer for on-line "And technology is moving so fast - I
lawyer's workstation.
.
The lab will also include a big.
research, although Levor says the price don't see how we are going to get from
~s
could be. lower.
here to there."
screen projector that can be connected
to an. instructors computer, a video casAlfred says it would be hard to ask
. Levor said eliminating free Westlaw
sette reeord1;:r, or cable television,
laser printing wouldn't mean ~he end of students to do more training as part of
according to USO Assistant Project
free printing. For example, she said the the lawyering skills requirement. We are
library is negotiating with Westlaw and asking a lot of students for a one credit
Manager John Courter. "We were able
Dir~ctor Lexis to network some of the .deskjet class as .it is, she said. One possibilit}' is
to get a lot of bang for the buck;' he said.
printers, which would mean students to add a second-year research and writAc.ademic Computing Director Jack
Pope, who worked·with library adminiscould print both Westlaw/LEXIS and ing requirement, but she says that the
trators planning the new lab, said there administrator~ said the Westlaw laser non-Wes.tlaw/ LEXIS print jobs for free way technology is moving, it won't be
was no money budgeted f~r equipment printer would be connected to the lab on the deskjets. However, the number of long before students start demanding
this year because they didn't expect the downstairs in a couple of weeks, he said. deskjets in the new tab ·would ·be more training-in their first year.
Relying .more on outside vendors
University to give the go ahead ~o soon. T hen they said it would be connected reduced from one per terminal to one
for .training may be the best'solution, she
The USO' Provost arranged to fund -14 when the new lab opened upstairs; He for every. t\vo or three terminals.
Westlaw s.tudent ·representative said. Librarians are reluctant to let vencomputers to open the lab, and Pope is says the . reasons officials gave for not
confident there will be money for the putting the .pr.inter downstairs · - not Ch:i,d Fuller, 2L, has received "tons" of · dors teach because it's a business for
rest of the· computers by next semester. enough phone lines, not enough space, . complaints about the deskjet P,rinters them, she said. But vendors also know
Pope said the new lab will a~d security problems - were just a ploy. being used in the temporary Westlaw- ino.re about the latest research techmake it easier to conduct Westlaw and " I think they kept the printer off-limits /LEXIS lab. T he deskjets are slower than niques and services, so I think you need
And to use them as long as they don't take
LEXIS classes, and will also be a teaching this semester to prepare us for not hav- the stand-alone laser printer.
facility f'.or all faculty. "This is.part of a ing ont;,'' he said. ·
unlike with the stand-alone printer, you over the program."
Westlaw Academic Representative
After hearing that the printer would can't continue your research . until the
general University_trend to improve net·not
be
·
connected,
Krause-Leemon
~eskjet is finished printing. "I've seen
Diane Christopher says their' biggest
work connectivity in the classroom;' he·
said.
spoke with Levor and invited her to people occupy two or three terminals concern is access. "We don't want to
As the library's August 1 faculty speak at an SBA meeting to explain the because they want to continue their discourage people from learning on-line
research," she said. "I don't want to teach
newsletter says, the new lab will be situation. She told him the .decisfon had . research," he said:
Another idea is to provide students students to overuse printing, we are here
something to celebrate. But after hear- been made not to have the dedicated
ing that the library is secretly planning to laser printers because they didn't know with a debit card with a budgeted to teach students to·use it well," she said.
take away Westlaw printing, some stu- how to network them. But Krause- · a.m ount of printing. Students would "We also publish·books, so we want peodents say that what needs updated is the Leemon says they don't h_ave to be net- only be charged for printing pages after ·pie to know how to use .the books, too:'
. Krause-Leemon has spoken at faclibrary administration's us-verses-them worked .. Y~.u just need a phone connec- , going over the limit. Pope, said Academic
management style. "We pay $18,000-a- tion to Westlaw or LEXIS,'he said.
Computing will move to the debit. card ulty meeting, to Dean Strachan, and .to
year ... then Westlaw wants to give us free
Another reason Levor gave for elim- syst~m next semester. Each student will the Board ofTrustees about his concerns
material, so lets charge students for that, inating the free ·printer is a concern thal get a print budget of 30.pages a year and in an effort to get the decision posponed
too," 2L Steve Freeland complained. "If unlimited printing is turning students pay 10 centS a page after that. He said . _ until stqdents have---a chance -.to find out
they think it's such a good idea, why into poor researchers. Her idea is to i:he law library will likely adopt the same . what is going on and give their input.
don't they ask students?"
make, students better researchers by policy, although it doesn't have to.

to get
"The goal .
students to focus on upto-date research to_ols,"
library Associat,e
Ruth Levor said.

a
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CPIL Begins Sixteenth Year as
Advocate for the Public Interest
Insurance, the Medical Board, and CalOSHA; among others. Students attend
agency meetings, monitor and analyze the
agency's a'2!ivities, interview agency officials and licensees, observe and participate
in rulernaking proceedings, and track legislation and litigation -affecting the agencies
or their licensees. Three times per year, stu-

~I =i::::=·~

CPIL founder Robert C. Fellmeth has
Center interns pursue (for additional credcreated a unique opportunity thdt
·';7it) a research/advocacy project involving
USD students may experience,·:.'·- . ' lqne of the agencies. In the past, these proUSD's Center for Public Interese ti.Ji ·""J'ects hive included ·agency critiques, peti(CPIL) recently welcomed 35 law stqdent tioning an agency to adopt regulations,
interns to its yearlong clinic program drafting model legislation, filing suit to
aimed at · opening up the processes of enforce the Administrative Procedure,
California regulatory agencies and teach- Open Meeting, or Public Records Acts, or
ing students administrative law and prac- submitting amicus curiae brieli; on issues
tice. Praised by consumer advocate Ralph pending appeal. Student critiques of pubNader at l:JSD's May 1992 graduation as a lishable quality often appear as feature arti"model program" to be followed by other des in the Reporter, and afso satisfy the
law schools, CPIL has graduated over 650 school's written work requirement.
The Center - which maintains offices
students and is now in its sixteenth year of
advocacy.
in San Diego and Sacramento -was creatCreated in 1980,_CPIL is an academ- ed by Professor Robert Fellrneth, a former
ic center of research, teaching, and advoca- "Nader's Raider" consumer . advocate,
cy in administrative law.The Center teach- Deputy _District Attorney, and ASsistant
es direct clinic skills in public interest and U.S. Attorney. Professor Fellmeth recently
regulatory law and practice, and represents concluded a five-year term as State Bar
the interests of the unorganized and Discipline Monitor under appointment by
underrepresented in state regulato.ry pro- fo rmer state Attorney General John Van de
ceedings. In November 1990, San Diego Kamp. In that role, Professor Fellmeth was
philanthropists Sol and Helen Price donat- responsible for investigating and r~com
ed $1.8 million to USO to create the first mending changes in the Bar's attorney disendowed faculty chair at the School of cipline system.
Law: the Price Chair in Public Interest
According to P_rofessorFellmeth, perLaw, held by CPIL founder Robert C. haps the most .promising .aspect of CPIL
Fellmeth.
scholarship and activirr1has·been the entry
CPIL interns are given the opportu- into state regulatory agency staffi_, legislanity, unique in the nation, to participate tive committee staf:IS, and public interest
firsthand in the state's regulatory process advocacy groups of a large number of
and to have articles they write published in Center interns following graduation.
the CalijOrnia Regulatory Law Reporter, the "One ofCPIL's graduates is now the execCenter's quarterly journal and the only utive director 'of the nation's third-largest
legal publication ofits kind in the country. utility ratepayer advocacy group; another
Center interns take a yearlong, four- works in the General Counsel's office of
unit
course
entitled
California the state Department of Insurance; yet
Administrative Law _and Practice. As part another is a senior official at the state
of the course, interns are assigned to mon- Health and Welfare Agency; and two othitor two administrative agencies which ers serve as the chief consultants to the
regulate business trades, professions, and Senate
and
Assembly
Judiciary
the environment. These agencies include Committees. We offer experience and
the State Bar, the Public Utifities education in areas outside the conventionCommission, the Departinent ofBanking, al private practice of law ~ areas in which
the Athletic Commission, the Coastal the student/practitioner can make a differCommission, the Department of ence in public policymaking."

Professor Folsom Recognized for
"Outstanding, Balanced, Cumulative
Career Contributions Support~ng the
Mission and Goals of USD"
Professor Ralph H.
Folsom came to USD's
School ofLaw in 1975.
He presently teaches a
variety of international
legal subjects, including
European Union Law,
Chinese .Law
and
International Business
Transactions. In the latter subject, he is the coauthor of a nationally
renowned course book
which is used at over 140 law schools.
Professor Folsom was instrumental in the
development of USD's Master of
Comparative Law Program and served as
its Director from 1984 - 1991. He has
also been involved significantly in the
University's Institute on International ·
and Comparative Law, frequently serving
as Director of its summer program in
Paris, ·France.
Professor Folsom is a graduate of
Princeton University, Yale Law School
and the London School of Economics
where he received a Master in Laws
degree. he spent two years as Lecturer in·
Law at the University of Warwick in
England and two years as attorney and
Professor in Residence with the United
States Federal Trade Commission. he has
also been a visiting professor of law at
Monash University in Australia, at Hong

Kong University, and at
the University of Paris. In
1983, he was designated a
Senior
Fulbright
Research Scholar at the
Institute for Southeast
Asian
Studies
in
Singapore.
Professor Folsom is
the author or co-author
of over 25 books and
numerous articles · on
antitrust,
international
trade, intellectual property, European and
Chinese law. His most recent publications are a two-volume treatise on
International Business Transactions, the
Nutshell on European Union Law and the
Preas Dalloz on Pratique du Droit des
A.ffdires aux Etats-Unis. Professor Folsom
was the founding Director of the Office
of ·continuing Legal Education for
Professional Seminar Consultants, Inc. ,
and (with Professm: Minan) the
Corporation
for
Professional
Conferences, Inc., through which
numerous continuing legal education
programs have been organized abroad. he
is a licensed Member of the Bar in
Califor;nia and Connecticut.
Ralph Folsom is very happily married to Pixie Haughwout, a physical
therapist and captain of two sailing ships,
ENSEMBLE and PASSAGES.
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USD PROFESSORS HONORED

I
I
l
I
Professors Alexander,
I
Brooks, Wonnell and
I
I
Zacharias Receive Awards
I
I Professors Alexander and Brooks received recognit.ion as Warren Scholars,
I which is a permanent honor in recognition of outstanding productivity _in
research and professional development. Professors Wonnell and Zacharias
I'.. were
recognized as Herzog Scholars in recognition of meritorious teaching.

L~---~-------------~~

Prof. Minan Selected as ''University Professor'' for the Year 1995 - 1996
John "Jack"
Minan
has
been
a
Professor· of
Law at USO
since 1979.
Currently, he
teaches
Property,
Land
Use
Planning, and
Water Law. Prior to joining USO,
Professor Minan taught at the University
of Toledo College of Law and at the .
United States Naval Academy. He also
taught at the National Judicial College as
the lead faculty member of an exchange
program designed to introduce Russian.
judges t.o the American legal system. At USO, Professor Minan has taught a variety
of law · courses, including Torts,
Community Property, Tru,st and Estates,

Estate Planning, Federal Estate and Gift
Tax, and Comparative Law. As a trial
attorney, he practiced law before ' numerous federal courts. He has been the educational leader for a number of continuing
legal education programs and has been the
leader of programs in Brazil, the People's
Republic of China, Austria, Switzerland,
France, Australia, New Zealand, Hong
Kong, Thailand, Indonesia, Morocco,
Egypt and in several Republics of the former So~iet Union. Professor Minan has a
B.S. fi.um the University of Louisville, an
M.B.A. from the University of Kentucky,
and aJ.D. fi.um the University of Oregon.
He has completed Ph.D. course work in
Operations Analysis at American
University'. . Following' · l~w· school,
Professor Mihan was selected for the U.S.
Department of Justice "Honors Program. '
He practiced admiralty as a trial attorney
in the Washington, D. C. Civil Division.

Professor Minan has authored Law Programs at Trinity College, Dublin
or co-authored six books, four contribu- ,and at Magdalen College, Oxford.
tions to books, twenty scholarly articles, Professor Minan has an active record of
and a number of published reports and public service: he was the co-author of a
proceedings. At the outse_t of his career, Clean Air Initiative adopte_d by San
his scholarship focused on the legal prob- Diego voters in 1987; in 1991, he prelems associated with the development of pared the environmental assessment for
solar energy. His work established him as San Diego's proposed Jackson Drive
one of the few national experts in this extension through Mission Trails
area. His scholarship also includes a num- Regional Park; and he has been a pro
. ber of publications on socialist legal sys- bono hearing officer for the San Diego
tems. Most recently, his interest has shift- Housing Commission. He has qualified
ed to commercial law. He recently com- as an expert witness on matters involving
pleted a treatise on leasing law under Land Use Planning and Real Property.
Article 2A of the Uniform Commercial Professor Minan is married to Margo
· Minan. They have three childr-en, Kelly,
Code.
Professor Minan has served on Tracy and John. Margo has an M.E. and
numero~s Law School a~d University KHly a B.A. from the University of San
committees. He has.been Associate Dean Diego. He ilas ·been active in Tierrasanta
for Academic Affairs, Acting . Dean of ;community affairs, including service as
Summer Programs, and the Director of the President of the Tierrasanta TenU:is
USD's "lnternational and Comparative Club.
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Career Services

l1ff

JANUARY 1996

MONDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

SUN

~AT

l

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

.9

lO

ll

12

13

14

18

19

20

21

27

28

15 Martin
Luther King, Jr. 's Birthday
No classes - Career Services closed.

22 Last day to submit resumes for
the Public Interest Career Day -6pm deadline.

16 First day of classes.

17

Review. Public Interest Career Day
interviewing information & submit
resumes------------------------------- >

------------------------------------ >

23 1996 Spring Recruiter List
available to students in exchange for
Car~r Services approved resume.

24 Resume Workshop 4:30-·
5:30pm; Fletcher 133. Sign up
in Career Services to attend.

-

29

------------------~---.-------------

>

25 Resume Wor~shop 12-1pm;
Ifletcher,133. Sign up in

-->
26
I

~,tf~f, ~ervic1~~t.P. ·;att~nd.

P~bli6 l~ter~st di~eer Day
interviewing schedule pick-up.

I

-

FRI

THURSDAY

~

.......

~.,,...,,

31 Res.ume ·Drop

30 Resume Drop

FEBRUARY 1996
TUESDAY

MON

WEDNESDAY

THURS
l
\

FRIDAY

SATURDAY

SUN

2 Video Mock Interviews 23:30p.m; 3:30-5:00pm; Rm 314.
Sign up in Career Services to
attend.

3 I Ith Annual Southern
California Public Interest
Career Day at UCLA; 9am3:30pm.

4

ll

5

6 Cover Letter Writing
Workshop 12-lpin; 4:30-5:30pm;
Fletcher 133. Sign up in Career ·
Services to attend.

7 Video Mock Interviews 4:005:30pm, Room 314. Sign up in
Career Services to attend:

8

9

10

12

13

14 Employer Perspectives on
Hiring: Public Interest, Private
Firms & Gov't, 4:30-5:30pm,
Fletcher 133

15

16

17

19

20 Spring On-Campus Interviews
begi!l. .:..·.
.... " "
.

21

22

23 LL.M. Tax Job Fair,
Wastµllgton DC ,., "

24 Practice Specialities
Career Day at. Whittier Law
School.

• .

26

'

~

27

""'

·'

-·
28

"

·'

-

18

25

29

FALL RECRUITING STATISTICS
79% of all 1996 and 1997 graduates partitipated 1n the resume drop
•52% of those who dropped expect to graduate in 1997
48% of those who dropped expect to graduate in 1996
•24 112% resumes were dropped per student on average
61 % of all students dropping resumes received at least one interview
But how many of those who got interviews were invited on call-backs ·and of those who got call,...backs, how many got jobs? Good question!
Help us answer these questions by stopping into Career Services and f~ing out an Interview Fe.e dback Form along with your Law School
Work History. Your participation is critical.

·.WHAT EMPLOYERS' TOLD US
Career Services polled fall 1995 on-campus. interviewers, asking them to rank determining cri~eria used in selecting students for call-back ·
interviews. Employers' listed the following five factors in rank order of importance:
Factors
% of employers listing.factor as important &/or very important
100%
1 Strength of personal presence 4uring the interview
2 Ability to answer questions asked during the interview
95%
· 3 Student interest in firm/firm specialty
89%
4 Preparedness·of students
83%
5 Fit with firm culture
72%
In addition, employers said they liked students with: "Demonstrated writing ability"
"Personality and .zip"
"Good questions -~ eagerness"
· "Practical contact with our area of law"
Please note that these factors were selected as deterrruning criteria for call- back as opposed to first interviews.

EMPLOYERS FINAL WORDS
Employers comments included the following: ·
• "Every year a great group. By.my count, our firm now has 11 USD grads with another starting in,'96." • "Excellent candidates." ·
• "This was an extremely. talented group of applicants."
• "I was pleased with the whole process."
• "Definitely interested in participating again."

Student loans will have to be
repaid, which means taking any
job offered whether you like it
or not. Beware 2nd years, get a
clerking job for this summer if
you want to work for a firm
after you graduate!!
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Re m -o t e
Possibility

•

,Configuration

fliil
11.U
Help

~

~Automating

.-

7

~

Supervisor
Security.··

Uninstall

Support

above, because it received..:~he Editors' host PC, so ':that the re.m ote PC can your h~st PC. It's really quite remarkWouldn't it be nice if during a . Choice award from·PC Magazine when make the connection. You will also be .able.
Transferring files between host and
break in court proceedings you could they last reviewed this genre of software asked to create . a password to prevent
others from gaining unauthorized access viewer PCs · -~ breeze as well with
call your office and pull a file from your in their August 1995 issue.
ReachOut remote access. software to your host PC. Reacli~µt has a handy R~achOu "
J-~9phyour hypothet-.
computer that you needed before court
' ., otel _om in Cb,itago, click on the
resumed, even if your a,dministrative works with DOS and Windows applica- call back feature that ev'~n makes it easy
r Files key. ~~~'':a rnnnection is
assistant was out to lunch? Wouldn't it tions. One of the reasons ,ReachOut is to reverse -teleppone cba}ges. T
.
so
highly
rated
in
the
PC
industry
is
that
this
works
is
sli,c:~.
Say
y~u
arY.;d yo_.m,~ih~t)>c calls you back,
be convenient if when off at a convention in Maui you could tap into- your ' St;\t 'Elect~nics lias built into the pack- 'an ABA convention in Chicago~~YoY,.s;all ti~~e 1"1a~At?~r~like windows are preoffice LAN in San Diego to keep cur- age,~ set ofdata tbmpression algotithm~ · your w6rk P¢ itj S~:PiegQ< ih~'~ofi~, sentel.i"on youtviewer screen. One window shows the files stored on your work
rent with your e- mail? These types of th;tt allow fo,r the speedy tt'ans~lsslon of w;ue then asks:yim if you wouldliked
abilities are no longer just wishful think- graphics intensive windows screens over be call~d .back, and asks you toinput the PC in San Diego, while the other shows
telephone number that your work PC the file~ stored on your viewer PC in
ing. For several years now remote access ordinary telephone lines.
To do its job,· Reach Out must be , should call. After entering this informa:- Chicago. To transfer a file from your
software.has been available to answer just
such needs. Some key players in this installed on-both your host PC (typical- tion, the connection is broken. Abou!_ host PC to your viewer P~, you merely
area include Norton pcAnywhere from ly your work PC), and yo~r viewer (i.e.; 30 seconds later your PC in San Diego · drag a file folder icon from the host PC
Symantec Corp., Carbon Copy from remote)' PC (usually yol(r. home P,C ~t calls ;back your viewer ·pc in Chicago, window; and drop it into your viewer
Microcom
Inc., Close-Up . from laptop PC}'. This'; anows ' either . PC' to thereby allowing you -to ' av'oid p~yirig PC file window. That's all there is to it.
ReachOut 5.0 . for Windows &
Norton-Lambert Corp., LapLink from _ serve as the host or the viewer. (See those outrage.Ous - hotel ~elephone
Traveling Software Inc., and ReachOut Illustration for a look at the Reach0l1t ; cJm:ges.
.
_ . . , -.
•
", '" . .. ·' ..pq~,which was the program reviewed
froin Stac Electronics -- the makers of program group). One nice aspect ·?:f ' i';: 7 ; Orice logged .ori. to,:the:~hosb C,om; ' in this article, has a list price of$99.00,
' the well know data compression soft-. ReachOut is that, unlike a number <'>f puter, it is just .like you are sittl ng in ' but can be -purchased in local computer
ware called Stacker. This article will other remote access programs, it dbes · front of y~ur PC at work -- the win- stores for around $89.00. The package explore one of these packages in depth not modify any of the sensitive dows screens you see on your viewer PC includes both the host software and the
to see how useful the software can ·be to config.sys, autoexec.bat, or win.ini files look exactly like your windows screens viewer software. For mQre information,
the practicing attorney, or to anyone contained on your host and viewer PCs. at work. You can open WordPerfect fot contact Stac Electronics at 12636 High
During the installation process you Windows' files, view information stored Bluff Drive, San Diego, CA 92130; (800)
who . needs to remotely access his office
ot home PC. I have selected to _review will be asked to input the telephone on CD-ROM drives at work, or even do . 677- 6232 or (619) 794- 4300.
here the ReachOut program mentioned number of the modem attached to your research on WESTLAW and LEXIS via

By LArry D. Dershem

to

ladies.

&~

Once Again, '

~

Wentli Whitmore ....

I ,

When I first started writing tJ1is column, it
was hisically for stress relie£ It was fear of the
unknown worked out through_humor. ~r a
while, it just became pure self:-indulgent fun.
Many people wocld let me know how I made
them laugh or how they related to what I
. wrote, and that made me feel great I started to
realire lately that althougi:i I'm sure I will utilize
my column for those reasons;there are so many
thing5 that deserve this space.
Recently, I ~ been involved with same
stuffthat has really caused me to investigtte what
I want and what kind ofperson I want to be in
the world I realire that the judgments and criticism I silently or verbally p3$ on to others every
· day stmds as a barrier to getting what I want.
I'm riotjust ttlking about promonally, but per-:
sonally. I read the latest version of''RajsWorld"
in November (Kudos t:O )QU, &y) and realired
that so many of us transfei our perceptions and
~ons onto other people and si~ons
without underst:anding_h ow that affects our li.VCs,
as well as the lives of those around us.
I always thought I was one for self--<Xllllination and change. I believed myself i:o be a
loving and giving person: What i found out was
that truly in niy heart I am, bqt where I Caffie
fiom every day in hQW I dealt with people and
situations didn't k>ok like what I had in my
heart. I started -sharing this wjth people and
found out that many of us reel misunderstOod.
Inside, we know we are wonderful people, l?ut
we don't make the effort to really come ffum
that place on .the outside. 'Its understandable
why we do that -:_ tear of being rejected -:: bad
past experiences - or because its just plain hard
it takes Wn~ and ,effort, and-its uncertain- t1lat
we'll even get the result we want. Ifsomeone is
too difficult or time consuming, we give up. If
a.relationship is too complicated, we ·toss it. If

something seeim too scary or haxd or challeng- . as well as .t he bad stuff. And is the laj ~real- excellent -oork.
. ing, many·of us decide .we couldh't gei''it' :rify.::_,~:ly ~-~· W€~ 60 ieata'flom it. . ~'', .,,; ,::Thinl, on a -~ry personal and intiinate
W:iy"ordon't wanttow.istetime. What happens·~ Whatlmeafi.iS'not~to ·leafnhOftotfust' orsee- ··nore, rwant to tell the man I love (fodd) that
then is we don't get what we want in lite and ond gtIC$, but-to learn about )Qurself - what you are AMAZING. I know we have so many
we blame the other person, the situation, time, you want and what you don't - how you need curveballs being throWn at us by the universe,
or whatever else. We don't look at what we to be f(,}r it to happen. Once we rea1it.e that we but there is no .challenge we cannot fu:e.
coul4 have done or been in our lives to make it · are ALL loving and poWerfi.il creatures with the· Whatever )QU need me to be to help )QU _
happen anyway. Fear parafy7.es ·people some-:- infinite capacity for greain~ and abundance in tbrougi:i this time, I'm always here, no matter
times. The real thrill in lite is being afraid and our lives - and that we can make anythingfup- what it takes.You are my best friend and one o
doing it anyway. Avery wise woman I know pen that we want to _: we can have what we the most loving and thoughtful people I have
told me once, "Oh, what the f-k. Go for it want. It starts with one person. So, this holiday ever had the pleasure to know. When it seems
anyway!" .Not placing limitations on ourselves season, it will start with me. I'm going to bke overWhehning remember no matter What,. I
and realizing how inuch we ~ do. This hap- . ·.the mk arid open myself up to )QU. To do that, want you to be happy. Think ofSierra. Apd ·
pens in love, work. friendships, fumily, every- . I need to clean some stuffup and acknowle9ge thats too much,just think of that eternal torch
thing.
some people.
flame that we now carry and what that ineans
When Raj met Jim at the 7-11, he .took
_ First, this·situatiori. at ·Mofi<»]s has gotten in ail areas ofour lives. Now is the time for )QU
the tiine to talk to him ~d ended up havirig an increasingly complicated, as some of )QU may to get everything )QU have ever wanted
intimate conversation with a man who many of knOW. I·haVe been responsible for thai: as much- .E\ieryone deserves to' know )QU.
us would not even acknowledge. I realized as anyone else. I am an editor here and I need
Okay, I have shown you how it works.
reading his article that I don't often have those fo make sure the paper is healthy and the staffis I'm sure these Situations sound similar to
intimate conversations with even the people in happy as il}UCh as Belinda. So;I Want to s::rt to some of)QU may have in your closet. Now is
my lite. How many ofus really know what_our :lll of)QU5oncemed with the paper that I will the time to make ~ better becime there .
Moms would want in their lives if they could illake a coillmitment to )QU that this paper will may not be a tomorrow. Its up to us to make a
have anything? Have )QU ever asked your best straighten itself out . and conduq'. itself with ., .difference, one day at a time, one person at a
.friend if they have everything jn their lite that . integrity tion} bef on '9!-!t ·1 W:int'.tc> persoilal- time. I know many of)QU believe that isn't posthey want? I .know that we
close to the ' ly acknowledge the staff~limb, chri. K, Cris -sible, 1?ut what do we have to lose by trying? At
people in ourlives and that takes many different L, Fred, and,ail .the writers) fur the excellent ,t he very least we may have~ more lovingenvifonns, However, l think we don't realire how work. they hive done and the titne aDd eHOrt · · ronmeni: at home, school or work - or better
_much we don't know about what these people they have put in, I think its time for us to set an relationships with loved ones. I dOn't want to
really want for themselves. '.The sacklest ~ of e)QIDple and £OaiS o~ the positlvi; here in order ~ ~ vvorld onto my kids (or my Godchild
that is to hear someone discount their dreams, to make sure we ail win.
soon i:o .come who will be born by print
<..
the BIG dreams not just the easily attainable
Set:ond, on a more persona.I note, {,want · .time!Q~ The q~estio_ns to ask )Qurselfare these:
ones, becatre they don'.tie:llly thinkit·Cafy, hqr·· to . ·co~.· Liz '.Sav.iie:. ro~ ~her'_~q!1l~t- ~-:·~ )9u living th~ill¢' that')Qli alW¥ wanted
pen. Mlny'~es theyjllStityc>il:itiona1ii£
w0rk ui: -the''Mcxf COurt co~tion in :t0fHave )uu made the dfference on this plan~ won't happen in a Waythat soun~ t:Otal-:-, October. ·1 w.mt 'tdpublicly do this because - • etthat)Qucameheretomake? Ifnot,whatare
ly logical. Fear te1k them ~ to take the h~ _altbough - it~ hard, its impOrtant tO me that )QU waiting for!
risks is too scary and could hurt too mUch~ so ·~ riot remain how they have been. Liz, we
.I challenge ·an of)Qu to reach out to somethey stay_in their comfort wne. J-6nally un~r~- ·had s0lne rpugh timi::s but it'w.is in the past and one this holiday season. What better excuse dci
stand that geumg hurt ~ hurts. I_ s::rt it that 1 wan!i!<J toadetxpiy.share ofthe respon$il.:. _ you have than the spitit ofthe holidays? Sound
way becatise although there is pain and tears, it ity fur what ~n~ As"smmge.~it ootlniis, I ', cC>~OOll? , It·may feel ~ird because we don't
d<>eSn't take' avVay the ~ and loving person w.is leany pro~ to See.ypli did so well. You haVe nornially do if, but "I assure )Uu the results will
·we ail are in our hearts. Our lives :ire filled With · some really~ and fun qtialitie5 that r think I astound )QlL I promise. Pretend we are ail at
painful experiences and IneS5ageS that si/ )QU o\.erlooked when)l~ ~ ~· Maybe in my house and ~ are raising our· ~ in a
must protect )QUISelf fiom pain. The problem
some ways we ;ire too ~ch alike ail.cl instead toast What I wish fur ail of)QU i'i a:world fuinswith that is when weprotect'.o~lves, we close · , ofknow,ing thaforl~klng-at~ I just b~ tOrmed tfuougb unconditionalpeace. unity, and
the doorl. to what can happen that is wonderful . )QU. SO, Happy~Holidays, Liz,:~d ertjay )Qur, Jove. ·Happy Holidays.
1
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Everything You Need to Know about the Bar
NOVE~ER

the main portion of the bar exam:
By Jennifer Brobst
Character and inoral fitness stanEach state has ·its own bar ·exam
3. You will need to apply earlier for
dards
which will allow a passing candidate to the moral character determination than ·
Every state has moral fitness stanpractice law in that state. In addition, you will for the main part of the bar.
dards for admission to the bar. Only 6
passing the bar in any state allows one- to Those who plan to take the bar exam
states (Florida, Indiana, M ississippi,
practice both federal law and military this summer should submit their
North . Dakota,
and
Missouri,
law in any state. To practice .patent law a "Application for Ifotermination of
Pennsylvania) · automatically· prohibit
separate bar exam must be taken. .
Moral Cbaract~r" now, so that the moral
admission when the applicant has a ··
The best general source of informa- character applicat_ion is not still under
felony conviction. In most states, a ·
tion on bar admissions throughout the review ·after you've already passed the
felony conviction creates a rebuttabl_e
United
States
is
the
official bar exam, thereby .delaying admis~ion to
presumption of ineljgibility with the
to
Bar the bar. The California State Bar warns motion fees rangefrom $100 to $1,000. applicant bearing the burden of proving
"Comprehensive
Guide
Admission Requirements" by the ABA, that processing of the moral· character . The moral character screening requires a good moral character. For ·applicants
which is available in the Career Services application·may_ take up to 8-10 months! separate fee -(California $265).
with known chemical dependencies, 6
Center and at th_e LRC Reference .
4. · This summer because the Pre-Jegal and legal education
states (Arizona, Colorado, Florida, New
. Pre-legal . education (i.e., usually a Jersey, Oregon, and Texas) will grant
Desk.
Copies of California 1"Bar ·R~publican: Convention is being held in
B.A.
degree) is only required in 26/51 them only "conditional admission.·"
Admission Applications are avaitab1¢· in San Diego no bar examinatioµs will be
the USO Records Office. Bar admission given in San Diego. The closest loca- states {I know D.C. is not a state, but I'm
In ·California, the ·applicant must
applications from other states may be tions will be Los Angeles and Riverside. including it in the number of states any- submit the names and addresses of
obtained by writing directly to ·the bar Exceptions will be made. for _candidates way). Note also that Guam, Northern employment references and 5 personal
Mariana Islands, Puerto Rico, and the references who will attest to the appliassociation in the relevant state, and i:heir with disabilities.
addresses may be found in the Requirements in California and Virgin blands are covered by ABA bar cant's "moral fitness.... Applic:ants who
admission standards, but they are not are listed with .Social Services as being
Comprehensive Guide to Bar Admission across the United States:
Application forms, deadlines, and · included in any of the statistics men- de~inquent in making child or family
Requirements.
tioned hereih;
· For information on ·the California test dates
support payments will not be admitted
The
vast
majority
ofstates
(45/51)
bar not found in these sources .or from
In California, separate applications
to the bar. Consideration is also made of
this article, contact the California State are required for pre-registration (done iµ require an ABA ·law degree in order to mental , illness, scholastic discip_linary
Bar Association (rather than the local 1st year), the MPRE (often done in_2nd apply .for the bar. The only states which action not related. to academic perforBar Association) at (213) 765-1500/ year), and the bar examination and do . not are: California, Connecticut, mance; and personal involvement in
Office of Admissions, The State Bar of moral character determination (both O.C., Geo'rgia, Maine, - and North criminal and civil cases (as a party not as
Carolina. California only requires 2 counsel). The cost of the moral character
California, 1149 S. Hill St., Los Angeles, usually done in 3rd year).
CA 90015-2299; or (415) 561-8303/
The bar exam is generally offered in years of college study. California is application is $265.
Office of Admissions, The State Bar of February and July, and applicants should unusual in that an applicant to the bar is
Remember
that
a
separate
California, 555 Franklin St., San apply at least 2 months and preferably 4 permitted to attend an unaccredited law "Application for Determ~nation of
Francisco, CA 94102. In addition, a free months prior to the exam. Most states, school (such as Western State), or even .Moral Character" must be submitted in
copy of the full text of California admis- including California, will .allow late fil- enroll in a correspondence course on addition to the application to take the
sion requirements, as set forth in "Rules ing with _an additional fee. In California, the law or engage in "law office study". main porti~n of the bar exam. For canHowever, unaccredited candidates 'must didates who will take this summer's
take and pass a preliminary bar exam exam, the -moral character application
- after the first year of study before c~n~ should be submitted soon . because ' it
, tinuing theirle1pl educati_Qn. u ;- ,,,, ••rn
t'akes at least thl'ee :monthsnfor ·thenState
If-you pass the bar i°: a state allow~ Bar to. complete the evaluation, and the
ing a ·non-ABA -legal education (such as · Bar warns that it may actually take up to
California), 16/51 states will allow you 8-10 months.
to take the bar in that state withounny Specific legal course work requirefuith~r legal education, but they may
ments
. require at least 5 years of active legal
A minority of states require the
practice in the state of origin first. completion of certain training or course .
Regulating Admission to Practice Law · you must apply by November l for the Therefore, one does not necessarily _have wQrk prior t<? admission to the bar. For
in California," may be obtained by writ- end of February exam,·and ·by April 1 to obtain an ABA.. law degree in example: South Carolina requires H
ing _to either of the State Bar of for the end of July exam. One impor- California in order to practice in other trial exper_iences; Delaware requires .5
months of clerkship; Ohio requires
California·Office of Admissions address- tant note is that some states_only offer states (see "Reciprocity'; below).
Reciprocity or "Admission on attendance at a substance abuse lecture;
es above. .
.
the exam once a year.
. an"'d several states require completion of
One common question by students
The MPRE is offered three times a M_otion"
At least half of the states (26/51) a nprofessionalism" course dealing with
at USO is "Should I take the California year on dates separate from the rest of
bar exarri if it's likely I'll practic:e out of the bar exam. For all second and third accept reciprocity with ·other states; bar ethical and practical skills often put on
state?" The answer ·is probably not, ye~r students who are currently or admission pollcies (i.e., admitting a can- by the local Bar Association. California
taken
Professional . didate by motion who has passed the bar does not require the completion of speunless you expect to return to already have
now! in a different state . without requiring cific course work. . ·
California. As noted b~low, for reciproc- Responsibility... apply
.
ity between states to take effect (i.e., for (Remember applications are available in that candidate to take the bar exam in Bar exam preparation courses
the new state). These candidates are .
These courses are not required, but
the California bar to count in another the Records Office)
usually
required
to
have
practiced
law
5
are nearly universally taken just prior to
state), it usually requires at least five years Number of applicants
In 1994, California had .the highest· of the previous 7 years in the original the exam. They generally last several
of practi~e under your belt. On the
other hand, California does not accept number of applicants (10, 729) taking its state. California does not allow such weeks and cost over $1,000 (much more
reciprocity with other states, which bar exam, an.d New York came in second admission by motion, but may . allo~ a .than the exam itself). Cost-cutting deals ·
means that if you did return to (9:986}. Most states had less than 1,000 candidate who has practiced law in are available the sooner the student reg:..
California after practicing in another applicants taking their exams. The state another state for 4 out .of the "6 previous isters for the course by putting down a
state for a number of years you would with the lowest number of-exam takers years to take a shorter· "AttorneY: $50-$100 deposit (e.g., in the first-year),
Examination."
plus, the courses provide students with still have to take the California bar ·to in 1994 was Wyoming with 59.
Residence requirements
study materials . to assist them while
practice here -- therefore, if you knew Fees and pre-registration
Nearly every state does not have they're still in l;iw school. Some of the
Mo~t states do· no.t require pre-regyou would return to California, it would
be best to eliminate that worry right out istration for the bar exam (i.e., upon any residence requirements to apply for courses are nationally based, and will
allow tpe student to take the course in
of law school and take the California bar eptrance to law school),andthose which
whichever state and for whatever bar
now despite the fact that you may prac- do .usually allow _late registration with an
exam the. studen~ wishes.
,
added fee. Califgrnia requires pre.. :registiCe out of state for awhile.
Taking the bar }>efore law school
tratioh in the first year·of law school for
Some Important Points:
graduation
1. The bar exam consists of several a fee of$55.
Only -13 states allow the bar to be
Bar exam · costs . vary substantially
parts. You can take the ethics/profes.:.
taken before graduation, but usually the
sional responsibility portion called the from state to state. (alth~ugh the MPRE
student must .-be very near graduation
MPRE early, i.e., before you graduate costs $35 nationwide). For n:on-lawyers,
the bar exam fees range from $15 to the bar. OO:ly Iowa, Minnesota and . (i:e., within a couple months): One
from law school.
2. The application to take the .b~r . $575 (California $325) .. Fo~ lawyers tak- Ne\rada have residence r~quirements,  exception to this is the MPR.E exam
exam also has several parts. You must ing the bar exam (e,g.,_in another state) and Nevada only requii'~s 'a ''. presence;' (se~ belo~): which may be takd:h after
apply separately for the MPRE, for the the fees are greater, ranging' from $7 5 .to' or "availability" in' th~, state. · Callfc>rnia the first year ofla.w school in California.
(Bar Continues on next page)
moral character determination, and .for $875 (California $475). Admission on - does not have a residence requirement.

N,ote_ that if you do fail, _you ,h~~e, the:
right to see your _essay an~uJirs '"and""
grades and compare them with an
"approved ·. answer. "

Bar exam costs in ·
·California are
$325
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Bar continued

bar exam to be taken after the first year · In 1994, only the District of Columbia
of law school. Many students at USO " had a lower passing rate than California,
Form of the bar exam
take the exam in their second year either · where only 50% passed the bar. Most
A · typical . bar exam {incl.uding
during or after completing ·the course states' passing rates are between 70-80%.
California's) lasts three days and includes:
Professional Responsibility. The MPRE The highest passing rates in 1994 were in
(1) 6 essays combining legal theories and
is offered in California in November, Illinois (94%);
Nebraska (91 %),
issue spotting problems relating to the
Wisconsin (91%), and Utah (87%).
March, and August.
releva:.n t state's law on 1 ·rts, . Contracts
The iequisite minimum MPRE Number of attempts allowed to pass
and UCC, Corporations, Evidence,
score
ranges from 72. to 85: California the bar
state (47/51 states). The four states
Professional Responsibility, Criminal,
requires
only 79. Take note, however, that
A small maJonty of states {29/51)
which·do n:'ot require this portion of the
Constitutional, Community and Real exaQI are: Indiana, Iowa, Louisiana, and '. 16 states require a higher score th:m allow unlimited a~ternpts to pass the bar
Prop.erty, Trusts, Wills and Succession,
(induding California, bless its heart).
Washington state. An MBE score taken California.
Civil Procedure, Criminal Procedure, in another state's bar •.exam will be Grading, scores, · and reporting of The _rc:;st of the states allow only 2 (Iowa
and Remedies {but not Tax - USO accepted i~ 21/47 states which ~quire results ·
. ~rnj~',Ne~ tfampshire) to 5 attempts.
requires this out of the goodness of its the MBE, thereby exempting that appli.:.
In most states, grading and reporting H9weyer, some of the states which allow
heart); (2) a Multi-State (MBE) 200 mul- cant from taking this portion of the exam . of results usually takes 4-8 weeks. Io\Y,a p9.J~m!ted attempts may require further
tiple choice question exam involving agam
· -- Prov1·cle cl a cer. ta.in score. is
·
takes first prize by taking Of!-lY c?i~ ~o,_,~f~! ''stud}'. prior to reexamination. Note that
only Contracts, Criminal, Constitutional, achieved and the MBE w~s ta_ke~. qnly .1- Minimum score ,requiremt;nts vary con- j(:~Q~, .?~ .fail, you have the right to see
Evidence, Real Propei:ty, and Torts; (3) 2 3 years prior to the exam which· is to be siderably from s~ate to st,ate \c:hffcik,,.}\'.ifJ1
'e~4~X~~ri:~~ers and grades and com"performance tests" (i.e., ~ritten memo taken- in the new state. California, of e_ach state's bar associa~ion):~r\1~filf'~1~ J?~~'fJE,~~, ~ith an "approved answer."
writing involving legal analysis and strat- · course, does require the MBE, but does tle to the applicant until he or me pikes ·:t Tlie patent bar exam
egy). A separate MPRE {Multistate not accept MBE scores from anotl;ier state. few practice exams. California tak~s
The pat~nt bar is_oJJS;re<! on~e a year
Professional Responsibility Examination) The MPRE (Multistate Profe~sional from 12-18 _weeks to report bar exam 'in August, and .the applicant must apply
2~3 h6ur, 50 question multiple . choice . Responsibility Examination) po~: results, so don't expect .a comfortable four mo,nths in advance. - Previous scienexam is also often requii:ed. No notes or . tion of-the bar exam
February exam tific and technical training is required,
summer. · California's
.i-. .
,
books may be brought into the exam
The MPRE is required in only results .are released at the end of May, and often in the form of a college degree in
room. The Reserve Room . contains · 3.9151 states, and ~ach of these states will the July exam results at the end of a scientific field such as a natural or phys!
copious ' volumes of bar exam practice . accept an MPRE score from .another r'lovembe;:
ical science or engineering. The exam
problems and tests, graciously donated by state's bar exam. One exception is Pass Ratf;'s .
.
takes orie day and it is offered in most
past survivors of the exam. These vol- _Florida, which will not ·accept MPRE
In California; the pass rates for the states at one or· two ·locales. For further
uines will explain_in great detail exactly scores attained pdor to graduation from previous July bar exams were: 1994 infqrmation, see ·the brochure~ available
what type of material the California bar law school. Note that the fee for the (56%), 1993 (59%), 1992 (.59-0/o), and 1991 · .iri tqe Career services Office, or write
covers.
MPRE is only $35.
(55%). Pass rates for the February exam to:
Commissioner of Patents and
The ·e ssay portion of the bar exam_
Important: California does require · ate generally lower. The " repeater" pass Trademarks, Box OED, Washington, D.C.
Every state requires the essay por- .the MPRE and allows this portion of the rate in California in July 1994 was 24%. 20231.
tion of the exam.. Unfortunately, only 4
states· (Colorado, D.C., Minnesota? and
North Dakota) will waive' the essay
requirement if it has been passed on
another state's bar exam.
The MBE (Multi-state Bar Exam)
portion of the bar e~am
The MBE is required in nearly every

;}ffiti;

USO Law ·July ·Bar.· Exam Results

U.S.D. Juris Doctor Graduates Who Janet Elaine Diggs .
Passed the July ' 1995California Bar
John Francie Doherty
Randall Winston Albright
John Kirk Donnelly
Michael James Dorazio
Jeffrey Louis Anastas
,Storm Peyton Anders.0.l'k Ji.;,; .<i ,.. LH.,,>< Austin ·RichardnE>ove
·-. d
•Michelle -Cari;ierA.ndrewm J,,;,..,, J.1 ·"'-'JI».• Michael Drury... ...
Dennis Alan Duchene
Paul Athan Andronico
· Elizabeth Sybil Angres
John David Duncan
David Adam Dziejowski
Robert Albert Appel
Michael Bryant Eisenberg
John Jensen Arens
John Phillip Enockson
Thomas R . Arno
Shawn James Ervin
Susan Squire Balch
Bridget Ann Esquibias (Burger)
James Richard Ballard
Robert H. Feigenbaum
Michael Anthony Barmettler
Victor Manuel Felix-Perez
Julie Robin Barnes
Jesse Sequoia Finlayson .
Anne- Margaret Bartish
Laura Elizabeth Fordham
Jennifer-Lynne Batlin~r
Alan Wayne Forsley
Elizabeth Pennock Bauer
Meli$sa Ann Fra~z · ·
David William Baumgarten
Robert Francis Beal
·
,Berry Douglas Fraser
c}rnth'ia Anne Fre~land
Dennis LeRoy Beck
. Thomas Miller Frye·
David Nathaniel Bigelow
Lisa Lillian Galliath
Marcel K. Bingham
·Jennifer Cahlia Gerbasi
Michelle Therese Bontems
Caroline Grace Gilbert
Laura Marie Booth
· Russell Alan Gold
James Gregory Boyd
Laleaque Grad
Bradley Paul Boyer
Guy Gedwin Go Grande
Monte Mack Brem
Matthew Paul Greco
Vi Bui
Michelle Frances Green
Christine Marie Burchyns
Christopher Todd Gross
Margaret M. Burks
Neel Grover
Mark Joseph Btirnley
David Christopher Guarino
- Craig Volney B_u tler
Christopher Hagen
·
Rebecca Lyn Fischel Cady
James Truett Hagler
Louis R. Chao
Karen Lynn Hagler
David Cheeseman
Cynthia Faith Bahn
Dayna Christine ChiUas '
Mary Elizab~th Hampton
Diane Patricia Churchill
C::raig.Llyn Hartsuyker
Susan Young Cola
Anna Marie Herlik
Susan Collyer
Andrew D. Herold
Jon Christian Conrad
Patrick Tho.mas Cooney
Christopher Lee Herritt ·
Richard Paul Hidalgo
Che Darren Corlett
Barton Frederick Hoey
Tamara Michelle Cross
Christina Elisabeth Huberman
Siobhan Anne Marie Cullen
Elizabeth Wagner Hull ·
Colleen Erin Curtin
· Lance Devon Daugherty
Susan Marie James
Julie Jardine
Juan Gerrardo De Kruyff
Stephanie Aiin Jones '
Anthony Nicholas DeMaria
Dianna Marie Juengu
Anna Holland Denton

" · '1
, " " .. •

Diane Marie Jurdi
Robin Pilar Kandell
Larissa Amber Jane Kehoe
Shannon Ann Kelley
Marie Burke Kenny

Catpe~~!:l~Jin~ 19,~
Richard Kim '
Cory Jaq1es King
Paul Conley.Kline
Kelly Jeanne Knight
Tracey Lynn Kovall
Keviri Edward Kravets
Atdda Louise.Kreitz
Mary Catherine Kribs
David Aaron Krintzman
Jack .6urleigh Krona ··
Jarnes Ho~ard Kuper5tein
Jeffrey Lawrence Lady
Phillip James Layto!\ · '
'.BrianAI-ri~rt Lebrecht
S__oriia Mi Lee ·
Nozyih Eldon Leong
Anne Elizabeth Ligman
Christopher E Lindberg
Karen Elizabeth Lintott
Charles 'M orris Litt
Lena Marilee Louis
John Daniel Lounsbery
Patricia L'ouise Lowe
Craig Terence Mann
Ryan George Markson ·
Ted Leyth Mawla
Margaret Mary Mccahill
Andrew Richard:McCloskey
Dennis Patrick McNulty
Patrick Joseph Mendes
Rachel Olivia M errill
Reid Arthur Middleton
Juan Antonio Molina ·
Kelli Daniella Morton
Douglas Glen Muelhauser
Dena Lynn Murphy
Michael Thomas Murphy
Erik Roupen Musurlian
Sharon Margaret N agle
William Thomas Nagle
Blair Allen Nicholas
Nancy Virginia Nieto
·Shannon Kate Norman
Gregory Paul Olson

Scott Ronald Omohundro
Jasmine Park
Deboraq Elaine Parker (Bassham)
Kendall Pasborg
Eugene Anthony Patrizio
Glenna June .Pfeifer
Adam Lief Philipp
Wendy Jane Phillips
Courtney Bryant Purdy
· Michael Thomas Quinn
Barron .Edward Ramos
Clay Darren Renick
John Charles Roberts .
Michael Cameron Rogers
Michael Steven Romeo
· ' Bradley Richard Roppe
Laura Hossman Roppe
<:;ih~gir Arslan Safyurtlu
Paul Bradley· Schroeder
Seari·David Schwerdtfeger
Kim Maureen Seavey
Marlo Alexis Sekeres
Cyrils E. Seradj
Andrew Benjamin Serwin
Kristi Ann Shelton
Eric Jay Siegler
Yuri Robert.Simpson
Delia Noelani Sing
Walter Frederick Spath
David Leon Speckman
Sharon Beth Spivak
Mary Catherine Steketee
Joseph Raymond Strassel
Patrick Qtiinlan Sullivan
Robert James Sweeney
Di~ne Taylor
Gregory Thompson
William Henry Trausch
Robert Henry Tyler
Nicholas Scott Vincent
Robin Michelle Wahl
Allen B. Walburn
Devon Sidney Walz
Christopher James Weaver
Craig Alan Weeber
· Steven Marshall Weiss
Erik Lee Welton
Jonathan Paul Widmann
Peter Marshall Williams
Brian' Paul,Worthington
•

J
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I don't care what your personal story
is. Whatever your life is .like, I'll bet
money, if you are reading this, you are
one of the luckiest people in the world.
There are billions of people on earth and
many of them go to sleep hungry every
night; They fear for their lives and deal
with problems we privileged few can
never imagine. When you start to feel
sorry for yourself _because no one wants
to hire, date, marry or give you an A in
Con Law just think about the big picture
and get off it. No one who is smart
enough to be in law school, lucky
enough to have most of their senses, rich
enough to live within 4 walls that meet
the city code and eat at least once a day
has any right to pity himself.
The older I get the more I realize
that most of the pleasure I get these days
comes from the little things. When my
roses are blooming I go outside1 daily to
get a closer look (and smell). When my
pomegranate tree is full of sweet deli-

cious fn,1it I indulge myself and eat one
everyday. I cuddle with my beloved dogs
every morning. I've had to slow way
down since moving out here ·and no
longer have the high voltage kicks in my
life that was normal once upon a time.
There ate all kinds of things to feel
thankful for. Like to those who sit behind
me in class, forced to stare at the back of
my hCQd: I'm combing my hair on a regular basis now (behavior can be slowly
shaped by compliments whenever I'm
caught with combed hair). You. can rest
assured that for the next 4 issues Motions
will come out on the first Wednesday of
the month, no matter who tries to sabotage us or stop us (even if the office
burned down I have the template and all
the equipment at home to put out the
paper). Isn't that so~ething to look forward to? At least our advertisers who
have paid for the year in advance will be
glad. Believe me, I am really .grateful for
their generosity and support!!!

By Shaun Morey
Christmas is the greatest. Everybody gets presents. It's .a good excuse to get drunk. You can
gorge and bloat like a rutting hog. You can sleep
in the afternoon. You can watch television until
you're bleary-eyed. You can make fun of your
family behind their backs. You can tell the little
kids that Santa Claus is a fraud. Leftovers. Mom
_has to clean up. You have an excuse to play with
toys. You can take all the stupid presents to Target
and trade them in for CD's (no receipt required).
You don't have to worry about shopping for
another year. .. Burp, Christmas is the greatest.

Bah ijurnbugl

By Will Geddes
All I can think
come mid-December
is: Let's get this season
stuff over with. I feel
· an enormous pressure
to: Smile. Be Happy.
Be Loving. Be Loved!
And in between doing
these things, buy, buy,
buy. It's not that I
resent doing these
things; I am happy to
be happy. · I love to
love. And I've been known to buy
stuff when I have money. BUT! It's
the Pressure, Pressure, Pressure that
irks me. Why all the hype!? Yes. A
calendar. On the wall. I see it. I under-

stand. The year is going
to end ... I still don't get
it. . . What's with all the
red and green? Why all
the balleyhooing? Is it
time? The appointed
hour? Like the presents
we buy and keep under
wraps, the things we
wish to share with others
-- our folly, generosity,
love, and good cheer -. are hidden all year and
then unleashed tempestuously in the jingling of a sleigh bell.
Odd. Why does such oneness come only
once a year? The winning lottery ticket
is 24-7-365. Now, that's a ChristmaS I
can deal with.

The. Best Man I Ever Met in Law School

.•

By Kenneth Long
On Monday,, September 29 I took a
shower and shaved. I hate doing both
those things, but that night-I was going to
meet Greg Child. My legal education has
allowed me to meet a score of judges, a
Supreme Court Justice, Louis Freeh and
Janet Reno. They are figures in a huge
system I love and respect. Tonight would
be different; Child is the top.
Child is the god of my other world,
the one I live in when I'm not in law
school. I sell climbing gear on weekends,
and he is a climber. As far as climbers go, ·
he is the best in the world, the Natural.
For years I have read his writings and followed his ascents in Alaska and the
Himalayas. Tonight I would meet him,
see slides and escape from my law school
realities.
Greg Child has climbed the highest
and hardest mountains in . the world.
Among the climbing crowd, he is famous
for conquering Korakoram Second (K2),
the world's second highest peak located
on the disputed border of India and
Pakistan. It is shy of Everest by a mere
700 feet, but much more treacherous, an
"arse-kicker" as Child would say in his
native Australian. Descending it almost
killed him. Child aced Everest last summer, assisting a one-legged man to within 2 miles of the 29,028 foot summit. He
has climbed the hardest route in the
Trango (an El Capitan size wall that
begins at 17,000 feet) and made a first
ascent of the North side of Mt. Hunter.
Mt. Hunter is in Alaska and the North
side is a cold and steep piece of real estate.
Alaska rarely gets any sun; the ·north side
of Mt. Hunter sits in the shadows of
McKinley and therefore gets less. The
first climbers to attempt the route were
unsuccessful and lost fingers and toes.
Child did it in eight days and remained

intact.

· Greg Ch~ld signed my, . was saft:)y dow.n h~ looked up and, half
have
books and I left, hallucinating, thought he saw a giant casbeen climbknowing that now tie where she would live. "Tell (them),"
ing for thirthat my wife has seen he said, "that we have climbed our
teen
years,
his slides, she will not mountain of mountains." That is the
but I ·cannot
sit through 15 minutes ultimate end, the words of a man ~ho
be considered
of mine. I can't blame pushed himself beyond the realm of cona climber for
her. After hearing ceivable human endurance. He beat the
one reason: I
about freezing nights odds, touched the void and lived to tell
on
unclimbable the tale minus a few fingers and toes. He
suck. I grew
up in Las
mountains, she will accomplished his goal.
.
~
give me less sympathy
My goal was law school. I have
Vegas, near
Red Rock Ken Long and his mountain climbing during my brooding worked for it most of my life, yet I canwhere
I
guru, Greg Child
while I try to under- not feel what Diemberger felt at the base
climbed often, mostly traditional longer stand Corporations. I can't blame here of K2. I can't feel what Greg Child felt
routes. I climb because I like going out- there either. The disparity between my on top of Nameless Tower. This May I
side, I like reaching high places far away world of law school and Child's world of will complete the three most difficult
years _of my li(e. I will shake hands with
from motor homes, crowds and little red climbing is obvious.
outhouses. But I want to die when I'm
1986 was a terrible year on the my friends and we will call it a day. Then
old, with my T. V. on, so I bail .off a lot Korakorani, especially' on K2. Although I go to work.
more climbs than I finish. The idea is to 27 people would reach the summit, 13
Although I love the law, I am sure
get out there, and when things get bad, would die in the attempt. Most died days will come when 1 wish I were someget back here. Child's climbing career is coming down. Kurt Diemberger was ~where high in the mountains. Yet while I
quite different than mine. I may climb one of t\vo· survivors who came down do, fierce winds and blinding storms will
McKinley one day, maybe not. That is not from a storm that claimed five lives. He scour the Himalayas and the Alaskan
my life.
had gone nearly a week without food, Range. Greg Child will most likely be
Child's slide. show ended with a water--even the air at those altitudes is so there. My only hope is that. he ~omes
photograph of him resting on a small thin it barely does the trick. His closest
home. From time to time ·I need to see
ledge on Nameless Tower, ~ne of the friend ulie diedin the storm, and after he ·more ictures.
Age 7, 1982
Age 15, 1990
huge spires in Pakistan's Trango Towers.
Age 18, 1~93
It is the premier high altitude, big-wall
achievement for climbers on this planet.
From his vantage point he could see
Broad Peak (where his climbing partner
died), Gasherbrum IV, and K2. He had
climbed them all and many more. He
admitted he has had good luck with
climbing, and wished us the same success
with whatever we were doing. All I had
to look forward to was a long night
digesting Mexican food and Article 9 of
Elizabeth Suto.
the UCC early the next morning.
Killed by a drunk driver on February27, 1994, on Bell Blvd.
Child's plans were less precise. When
in Cedar Park, Texas.
asked about his next adventure, he said
If you don't stop your friend from dr.:ving drunk, who wi\P Do whatever it takes.
"something will come up."

FRIENDS DON'T LET FRIENDS DRIVE DRUNK.

I
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By Belinda Etezad Rachman
After being frisked and . forced to
I heard Sonic Youth was coming to open the bag containing the home-'
town 6 months ago when they were baked cookies we brought for the band,
opening REM's last tour. I imagined _ we made it inside. With our backstage
being backstage hanging around Michael pass in hand we went looking for our
Stipe and friends while Sonic Youth tore friend. We found a girl backstage whose
up the- house. Then, in the middle of the birthday party we had just been to 5 days
tour while they were in Europe, REM's before. She said, "Eddie Vedder is here." I·
drummer suffered an _aneurysm in .the wouldn't ,k now this guy ifl sat on him so
brain and the tour was canceled. I had a I asked her to point him out to. me. He
million questions I wanted to ask our disappeared- until after the snow. And
friend and Sonic Youth drummer, Steve what an amazing show it was - but Sonic
Shelley, about this, especially regarding Youth must be experienced personally so
the legal implications of a contract that is I won't try to describe it.
impossible to fulfill. Did they have insurAfter the show Steve . had grabbed
ance _to cover contingencies· like this? ·the cookies and taken them to the tour
Did REM. pay them offi Were lawyers bus and was in there so long I decided to
involved? When - I heard Sonic Youth talk to other band members about some
would be playing at SOMA, I hoped all of the questions I had regarding the legal
these questions would be answered.
aspect of their careers. Once again, peo.Whenever Sonic Youth comes to ple were whispering about Eddie Vedder.
town, my husband and I end up on the "Who is this guy?"" What does he look
guest list. As a high school student, Steve like?" "Show him to me." My friend
Shelley used to hitchhike from his home Ross walked me into the next room and
in Saginaw, Michigan to Kalamazoo pointed him out. A small, unassuming
where my husband Eliot went to college. good looking man with shoulder length
Steve came all that way to watch Eliot's hair was standing alone next to the wall
band open up for such bands as Black (shy David Byrne used to do that at the
Flag, The Cramps, The Dead Kennedys, Mud Club before Talking Heads got
Bad Brains and other seminal early 80's big). Since he was alone I thought I
hardcore groups. Steve would watch might as well talk to him: I asked if he
Eliot play drums and then sleep on his minded if I took his picture. He said he
Eddie Vedder backstage at Soma, blending into the crowd to enjoy the show.
floor. Years later, when we all Jived in would rather not because he was just
NewYork,Steve was the one who hit the here to see the show. I told him that I was that they had a four record deal which has on the music business. Integrity is a
big time when he was asked to join a friend of Steve's and that I was just·here will be up for negotiation soon and then very attractive quality in a person. We
Sonic Youth as their new drummer. to see the show too. That was all it took Pearl Jam would be free to produce and talked about a lot of other things, his
Sonic Youth was voted Best Band of the to warm him up and suddenly he was distribute their own music. I asked wanting to direct the band's music
points (a percentage videos, the logistical complications of
Year by the Village i-0iee and a serious putting on his glasses and taking·his posi- wliether he re~ived
<!:
.
·of
each
record
.sale)
and
he said he did. I touring, etc., but I didn't have a tape
bidding war took place between' major tiOn in front of the wall. Before I took
labels over who would sign them. Steve the picture I warned him, "I am the asked i~ that was distributor's gross or recorder and can't remember it all. After
kept us apprised of each offer and then Editor in Chief of my law school's paper producer's gross (creative accounting is a while, I thanked him for letting me
and this will be ·published." Eddie Vedder notoi-ious for screwing the artist out of grill him and told him to socialize a little
they finally signed with Geffen.
While driving to the show, our responded, "I don't care as long as you're money so you always want distributo('s bit. He clung to the wall as I dove into
gross). He said he didn't know but that the crowd.
friend Ross announced "Eddie Vedder is not working for Rolling·Stone."
I talked to all of the rest of the band
We began by talking about the role his record company was making millions
in town. If you listen to the radio all
members
about lawyers, touring, and
of
dollars
off
of
him
and
he
was
still
waitkinds of people are calling in with sight- his lawyer plays in record negotiations.
mutual
friends
but since it was getting
ing
to
become
a
millionaire.-He
said
he
ings. He grew up. in Leucadia and \\'ent When asked if he gave his lawyer a botonly recently became financially able to late and Eliot had to go to work in the
start paying his mom's rent. What a nice morning we had to go before I got anywhere near the whole story. While we
guy.
were
walking to the car I asked what
When he mentioned the name of
his band I remembered that this was the songs Pearl Jam does. Ross .and Eliot
group who wouldn't tour if it meant sell- croaked their way through the first few
ing tickets through Ticketron. Pearl Jam notes ofJeremy something or other.They
to San Dieguito-High School, so he must tom line and then waited to see how doesn't want their fans to be charged wondered how such a little guy could
be visiting his folks." I had heard the good of a deal he/she could make, he outrageous fees and they even testified in belt out such a big sound. I w~ndered
name before, but I couldn't have told you . responded that she knew exactly what he some subcommittee ill' Washington last who he reminded me more of, James
what band Vedder was in. Knowing the wanted and she negotiates with. the summer about the monopoly Ticketron Dean or Johnny Depp.
record company to_make sure that happens. Interestingly enough, Eddie said
that a lot of the understanding between
the band and record company is not in writing. Then
again he may not know the
terms because he probably
hasn't read his contract. l'll be
sure to ask the next celebrities I meet if they have read
their contract or had the
whole thing explained to
them. Eddie said that if Pearl
Jam's first record hadn't sold
so many millions of copies he
wouldn't have that kind of
leverage. Eddie told me his
label takes whatever music he
gives them and they don't
make any creative decisions.
He determines what the singles will be, who will proSonic Youth's Th~ston Moore whipping up a
duce and what the album
crowd Frenzy at Soma
covers will look like. He said

reverence musicians themselves have for
Sonic Youth, I bet my friend that Eddie
Vedder would be at the show.
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Visiting Student No Longer·Scared of USD
-

c~mates. Since their arguments were so
In all, although there are some minor
By Jen Oswalt
extreme, someone invariably took the bait differences between USO and WCL (like
"Be scared. You can't help that. But
don't be afraid. Ain't nothing in the :
and lively discussions would ensue.
the fact that I dop.'t have my friends here
woods going to hurt you unless... it smells
Many of the students ·attended WCL with me), I think law schools are ' essenthat you are afraid." -William Faulkner,
because of its .Washington, D.C. location, . tially the same all over. It was scary leav"The Bear." Saturday Evening Post, May 9,
hoping to enter careers in politics or pub- ing all of my friends and the familiar trap1942.
lic interest. This was evident in the num- pings ofWCL for the unknown of USO.
When I walked into my first classes at
ber of student organizations dedicated to Yet the common thread of the law that
the beginni.ng of this semester, I was
public interest work. In general, student-. tied us together at WCL binds us here at
scared but I was trying to be brave. I di4·run organizations were very active on USO as well.
n't know anyone at all and I didn't know
~ am glad that I am here. I feel more
campus, and we were treated to a host of
where anything was. The people who
and more ai part ot the student body every
speaker series, symposia, and forumS.
surrounded me in each of my classes did
Being' in D.C. increased our extra~"' "<JaY. ;¥ he lriee.<!s~,that l,. have made are
not share my look of apprehension and
curricular learning opportunities, as we wonderful an!i th~ , beach provides an
curiosity. I felt like I was about to repeat
Jen Oswalt in her first year of
were able to hear such internationally excellent place to study. I am still scared,
law school at The American .
my first .year of law school while. taking
renowned figures as Nelson Mandela <tnd though. The ·fear of that great future
second year classes. (A thought that
University, Washington
EW de Klerk speak. The most incredible unknown has_partially subsided. I am no
instilled terror in me!)
College of Law
extra-curricular legal experiences were longer scared that I will not meet anyone
You see, I am a visiting student from in itself was a harrowing experience since represented by our ability to visit the here, nor am I scared that I wili not like
the American University, Washington I had to decide which of my "things" Supreme Court and Congress. After our the school. Those fears have been allayed.
College of Law (WCL), ·in Washington, were important enough fo cram into my first few months of school, the proximity Now I am scared that I won't find a job
D.C. You know who I am. I am the per- car and .which ones could stay to be ·of these institutions took on a new mean- for the summer, :ind that the hearsay rules
son in your upper level class who doesn't "inherited" by the friends who took my ing for the students. We learned that we ·will not get easier as the semester goes on,
look at all familiar. I am the person who apartment. I ended up driving acros.$ the .could research and find opinions based on _and that I'll be late to Clas.$ again tomorwasn't in your section last year (if you are country with my cat, my computer, and a oral arguments we had had the .o pportu- row· because I won't be able to find a
a 2L) or the year before (if yo~ are a 3L). bunch of other "stufl" that I had stuffed nity to listen to, and we could re-read the parking space.
But now I am in your classes and I am into the car. By the time I got here, I had text of congre5.$ional debates we had wit· Despite all of this, however, I am still
trying to be brave.
nessed.
trying
to be brave.
no clue what I had brought with me and
In general, I came to USO to be clos- what I had left behind. It was hilarious
c:;>n a more mundane. note, one thing
er to my family. My_maternal grandfather unpacking the car and seeing all of the that I miss from WCL is The Docket. This
died in May, 1995. As the driving force ·useless junk that I had deemed important . was a weekly newsletter published.by the
Law
behind my decision to attend law school, enough to lug back to California with Registrar's office..We were responsible for .
invites 9ou to pfa!J
he was instrumental in shaping the person me.
everything in it, and everything was
Santa to a!JOU"lf
I am. With his passing, I realized my need
There are some similarities and some announced in The Docket: student group
to be closer (geographically) to my fami- differences in my two law school experi- meetings, Bar Review locations, ·research
cfii{tffrom a fow
ly. They, in turn, realized that they didn't ences. The Bar Review, for instance, is a positions, some employment opportuniincome famif!J.
really like having me on the other side of universal law school experience. Every ties, and even exam schedule changes. A
'Ifie cfiiftfren fzave written
the country, but since I had chosen to Thursday, the students of WCL were set box containing copies of The Docket was
attend school. there, they had said nothing loose upon ·the ·D.C. metropolitan area, located outside the Registrar's office
fetters to Santa tfzat,qou can
·Monday- Il)orning. '1'.Fhe Llocket'~ .,,. '.p,U!;.iiJl.-r Wit{{ ~- 'f:f( .ii:r-eacf.tfie
to me.Two months after ~y grandfather's ...just as tlie..studerit5. of;µ~D are,.up~ti San ~ every
-~
t .I<\<!
' lf' .... ~
- r->"~ "'1'i
"'
,. 1'1'""
,n~ ~" ., . , iffeJ !LAf"
• -~
served fo unify us. We' all· reaa it. We 'au
death, I decided that my family was more Diego.
·
fetters
postea
on
tli£
tfoor
of
Although some individual st1:1dents at asked one another if anything important
important to me than finishing law school
in three years. My family was happy WCL held conservative viewpoints, the (besides the location of the next Bar
'W£C office antfpick a ·
about this decision but concerned about school, itself, was, in general, very' liberal. Review) was in "The Docket.;, It was a
cliiftf wfiose wis/i 9ou wouftf
me continuing my education.
Our Property c~. for.instance, was nick- common thread, no matter what our year.
{~ to
rJJring tli£
We were also united by snow. With
Thanks to the smart advice I got named "Feminist Jurisprudence for 'First
~st
snow,
the
law
students
went
the
from my dean at WCL, I was able to quiet Yeats'."
wrappetf or unwrappetfgift to
my family's concerns. Tapplied to USO as
The c~ discussions were often very We had snow fights and built snow men.
tli£ 'W£C
fr!J 1'ritla9,
aVisitor. I was accepted shortly thereafter exciting, particularly in Con Law, when Our cars got stuck and we froze. We
'lJeiember
and left Washington, D.C. for San Diego we discussed topics like Affirmative complained bitterly about the, weather,
almost immediately. I was scared to death Action. Some of my c~mates would · but most swore that they would never· 'lliis is a wornferjuf wa9 to
about the unknown future that awaited purposely argue the far extremes of Sl}Ch , leave such an area because. it had "seace.fe6rate tli£ season! 1Qu can
me here.
_i5.$ues (even taking the opposite stand- sons." 1 usually replied to such comments
e:v~n tfo it as agroup antf save
Onlytwo weeks elapsed between the point from their own belie&) in order' to · that we in southern California also expetime I made the decision to leave D.C. · incite heartfelt participation from their rience seasons .- fairly warm weather all
year long, and skiing in the winter. .
and the time I arrived in California. That

caueus

•

- ...;!'; .

J

tlie

crazy.

falft.1£.

office
sift. ·

11Wtle!J.

USD Only Coachless Team to Make AB~ Regional Finals
Entertainment Law. Negotiation Competitioi:i

announced. USD's team ofJoe Paul and
Alexis Gutierrez wa5 called first and was
the only finalist without a coach. San
Diego's Cal Western had two teams in
the competition and both w.ere named as
finalists. Their ProfessoriCoach spent the
rest of the evening working with his two
teams.ASU won the other spot and their
Coach/Profe5Sor spent the evening helping them. The US.D teams sp~nt the rest
of the night taking in some local color.
There was a spirited discussion abo.u t
. driving the 3 _hours to Loughlin for a
night of gambling. The self-appointed
"mother" became the voice of reason,
grabbed the car keys and tried to enforce
a curfew.·Despite a hard, late night, no
preparation, and no coach our team went ·
on to represent USO admirably, finishing
3rd overall. Cal Western and ASU will go
' ASU's Moot Court Board hosted a to February's finals in Baltimore.
A host school is still needed for next
dinner for all the participants at which
the names of the 4 finalists were year's event. It is a lot of work, but fun!

the _problem. Upon .
By Belinda Etezad Rachman
Arizona State University's Executive arriving at the hotel !
Moot Court Board played host to this · the night before the
year's ABA-sponsored Entertainment . competition, USD's
Law Negotiation Competition for the teams had their own
9th circuit. USO has never sent a team to . way of preparing for
this event before and decided to jump in· the next day. The
with two teams. There were 16 teaqis Paul/Gutierrez team
from 12 schools in Utah, Colorado, New visited local drinking
Mexico and California at the weekend establishments while
t\le
conscientious
event.
Practice problems were sent to the Rachman/Moore
registered schools so they could have ·team studied the facts.
The coachless
iJ)ternal competitions .to determine who
would comprise the teams. Once the status of the USO
teams were formed, their coaches had team did not affect
many practice Se5.$iOnS to polish the the outcome of the Belinda Etezad Rachman and partner Ben Moore;
strategies and delivery of the team mem- first day as- the well
wj.th Joe Paul and ·partner AleXis Gutierrez at
bers. Since the USO team had no coach rested and prepared
Arizona State University
they did not have the opportunity to get Rach man/ Moore
any extra help. Just before the weekend
of the actual competition, each school
was sent the confidential facts relating to

team placed 2nd and,.2nd, and the tired
Paul/Gutierrez team finished an impressive 1st and 1st.
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FLEMING'S· FUNDAMENTALS OF -I AW- IS LOOKING
.

.

FOR RESPONSIBLE STUDENTS TO JOIN OUR ~~G ~· P~ POSITIONS
ARE STILL AVAILABLE. AS A REPRESENTATIVE, YOUR RESPONSIBILITIES
WILL INCLUDE PROMOTING FLEMING'S '.FuNDAMENTAIS ·OF IAW BAR ·
REVIEW, IAW SCHOOL FINAL REVIEW SEMINARS, WRITING WORKSHOPS,.
AND OTHER PROGRAMS AND.MATERIM.S.
.
IN~REllmN~· ¥ OlJ;WJl.L KECEIVE"·FREE LAW:SCHOOL·OlJTLINES'., ..FRE£ FINAL ·
.
.
.
.
REVIEW SEMINARS, FREE WRITING AND MULTISTATE BOOKS AND AN
. OPPORTUNl1Y TO EARN A "F REE BAR REVIEW COURSE.
_r
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,

JOIN THE TEAM THAT HAS ENJOYED OVER FOURTEEN YEARS·OF SUCCESS .
WATCHING OUR·STUDENTS BECOME ATTORNEYS.

FLEMING'S FUNDAMENTALS OF IAW
F6r More Information About The Available Positions, Call or Write To: .

FLEMmG'S FUNDAMENTAIS OF IAW
23166 LOS AUSOS BLVD., SUI'fE 238 .
MISSION VIIUO, CA 92_691.
,

1-800-1..AW EXAM-(CA ONLY) ._

'

714-770-7030

. FAX: 1-7.14-454-8556

·LEARN.TO WRITE -... THE RIGHT WAY .
'
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The Watchdog

A Little.·Respect

... ATTENTION ...

UNIVERSI1Y OF
SAN-DIEGO

such . systems because '
By Eydie Kaufman
they are very cost,l y..
With all due respect
However, a third year
to everyone's hectic
who has clerked with
pre-final schedule, I hope
several local law · firms
by now everyone reading ·
this is familiar with the
says this is not always the
issue involving Westla~
~ase.
She said "Many
corporations now have
and LEXIS laser printing.
. ·.-..·_, .,·
package deals where they
The LRC is proposing
If the library has it's way get free printing" .and
that the free printing we
you can read in the library they encourage use .
now receive by these serfor free or you will pay up
vices should be refused.
because Westlaw and
.
. -_. ~: . '· . J
• ~ .. _
" r <;1_ ~uz f - ~
Instead, the Library will . to 10¢ per page to copy Lexis are so efficient and
:.
.
· ;, ~1 v ......·1~ ~G;
~)-HV-./
J.lJ\13!
what we now get free.
. accurate..·A second, near-:buy a printer from an
outside vendor and begin to charge stu- by student agreed, ·stating that the firm
dents up to 10 cents a page to print out he had worked for actually required that
information (the actual cost has not yet every case be printed out and handed in .
I .
with each memo. "The use of such
been determined)
would like to
for your continued supIn a Sidebar memo, LRC associate technology is still evolving'..', he pointed
port oLour seminars and materials .()Ver the past ·14 years.
out, "so a policy based on some assumption of how companies will use that
technology is wrong"
tfC
Also, the realities of the situation are
such that this. ,poijoy ;~ill defea~ itself.
~~r~ The inten~i i~: .t o ~each . students to save,,
the corporations. ·money by using the
system effectively and efficiently, but it
director Ruth Levor . states "We · are costs more to be on-line than to print.
. assured by those who have al~eady If students can print, they will do so and
turned to an emphasis on cutting edge move on. · But if printing is limited, it
techniques and away from search and means they ·must remain on line longer
question methods that students can adapt to fully read and gather the needed
quickly and benefit mightily." Such information. In addition, students will
grandiose language as "cutting edge . probably download more, which also
techniques" cannot hide the fact that the increases on line time and it ties up the
LRC is seeking to impose limits on the . computers from the use of others, creatstudent's use of such services. Plus; .the ing a pote~tial fqr ,Pa.~.19o~.~g delays. . _.
1
. ·, . . .
. ·, ~ _;., ._;.
By ]entiife'r Brobst
· ·
- .
I do . not . think that this lack .of
assumption that has been made that students will "benefit mightily" from such a respect towards the students is necessarily
Horace Rumpole, as you may well know, is that beleaguered looking old barchange is incorrect.
meant in a bad way. Confidential back.,rister with the broad waist, crumpled hat, and yellowed wig, notorious for honorThe main reason for proposing this ground sources have reported that the
ably defending alleged criminals do~n at the bid Bailey, that most famous of
change seems to be the perceived need LRC believes that what's "best for the
Crown Courts in London. Rumpole gave this advice ·to young Phillida Trant, the
to adapt students to the realities of using students" is sometimes "unpopular.'' This _ -~Ost recent addition to his law office, upon thoro~ghly crushing her in her first
such services efficiently and cheaply. reve:ils a very paternalistic attitude, which
court case:
The argument goes something like this: is not only inappropriate but dangerous.
"I looked at her, and saw a solution. 'You know what your mistake is, in
Court, I mean?'
If we charge the students, they'll learn
The courts try to avoicl making
Miss Trant- shook her head, she still had no idea of where she'd gone wrong.
the c9sts associated with such systems paternalistic laws and judgments because
and be mqre prudent with their use of the consequences.often result in the cte'I would suggest a little more of the feminine qualities. Ask anyone in the
these services, which is what corpora- ation of discrimination or bias, even
Temple. How:does Rumpole ~ar_ry on in Court? Ans~er. Rumpole woos,
Rumpole insinuate-s, Rumpole winds his loving fingers round the jury box, or lies
tions wan~; This logic fails on both when the intentions are well founded;
counts.
on his back purring, 'If your Lordship pleases; like old mother Wainscott from
For example, in Arp v. Workers
Compensation Appeals Board, 19 Cal.3d
Dock Street,'
Fir~t, while charging students may
force behavior adaptation in some, this is 395, 138 Cal.Rptr. 293, 563 P.2d 849
I was rewarded with a small sm1Ie as she said, 'That's ridiculous!'
'Lawyers and tarts; I told her, and I meant it, 'are the two oldest professions in
a bad approach to teaching students (1977), the court hdd that widows but
the world. And we always aim to please."' .
·
responsibility. In the book Maverick, not widowers, are wholly dependent
author Ricardo Semler toqlc a· failing upon the deceased for support.
("Rumpole of the Biiiey" (1918) by John Mortimer in The First Rumpole
business at a bad economic time in Brazil Although this would tend to offer more
Omnibus (1983) at p. 121)
and turned the company around, _ compensation to . women, this "protecincreasing its profits by over 600%. He tion" also perpetuated the notion that
.·
did so by instituting changes that reflect WO.men cannot earn a living for: themone basic idea: People are adults. If you selves. By trying to protect us from
treat them as such, they will rise to lev,.. problems we . might face, the LRC . is
els of r~sponsibility and ability that you conversely showing a lack ofiespect and
may never have expected. A school may confidence in students' abilities. ·
There(ore, even if. this . change is
not be the same as a corporation, but this
Famous U.S. Wome~·s ,4.'tpine Ski Tea~Diet
.
.
\
.
logical .idea is applicable in. any circum- instituted In good faith, I think that it has ·
During the non-snowoff season the U.S. Women's Alpine Ski Team
stances.
negative implications and I enco\rr,age
members used the "SkiTeam' dieUo lose 20 pounds in two wee.ks . That's
By trying to teach students prudent students to openly e~ress their opposi- '
right - 20 poun.ds in 1.4 days! The basis of the -di~! is c,hetnical food
action and was devised by a famous Colorado physician especially -for
use, the LRC is actually showing a lack tion (peacefully, ~of course). Levor states
the U.S. Ski Tearl). Normal energy is maintained (very important!) while
of respect in the students' abilities to that "We are aware we have an obl~gation
reducing. ·You keep "full" - no starvation - because the diet is designed
make wise decisions. If the school can- to teach state-of-the-art research techthat way. It's a diet that is easy to follow whether you work, travel or stay
not trust students to · make common niques, which involve the development
at home.
This is, honestly, a fantastically successful diet. If it weren't, the U.S.
sense decisions, they should not . be of a high level of ability to absorb and
Women's Alpine Ski Team wouldn't be permitted to Lise it! Right? So,
admitting them as students in the first manipulate information in . digitized
give yourself the same break the U.S. Ski Team gets. Lose weight the
place. Instead of imposing a rule, the form." The LRC should indeed teach
scientific, proven way. Evenifyou've -trLed all the other diets, you owe it to
yourself to try the U.S. Women's Alpine Ski Team Diet. That is, if you
policy should be to inform the student students how Westlaw and Lexis works,
really do wantto'lose'20pounds in two weeks. Order today! Tear this out
and then respect their ability to respond but it should also respect the students to
as a reminder.
·
accordingly.
use common sense when applying such
Send o.nly $8.95 ($9.60 in Calif.)·add .50 cents RUSH service to:
Secondly, the LRC is wrong in try- knowledge. . As adults, we need not be
American Institute, 721 E. Main Street, Dept. 254; Santa Maria, CA
ing to assume what corporatfons want or regulated; instead we should be encour93454-4507. Don't order unless you expect to lose 20 pounds in two
expect. First of all, all corporations are aged to be responsible on an individual
© 1995 .
weeks! Because that's what the Ski Team Diet will do.
different. . Some may discourage using level.
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It's Finally Over

Wu continued

and slave labor.
Despite the U.S. ban on importing
Despite the obvious risks of return- prison-made goods and the Chine·se ban ·
· pounded Section C
by Ryan Saba
ing to China, Wu said the reason for his on ~xporting prison products to the
and Kim Townsend's
The fall softball
trip came from his duty to the prisoners United States, the practice continues.
regular season . has
pitching. Actually it
that remain in labor camps today. "I can- Wu, using a hidden camera, returned to
finally ended and
was a pretty good
not turn my back on these people suffer- China three times since 1985 to do~u
·
the
·
t
eams
are
geargame
for her, she
ing; I cannot turn my back on my coun- ment prison labor abuses and prison
·only
allowed
3 homeing up for the playtry," said Wu.
product sales. In 1991, 60 Minutes did a
.
otli
.
Both
.
divisions
runs. Natur.11 Born
The Chinese · government says the segment on Wu which demonstrated that ·
this year were very
Killers
destroyed
thousands of labor camps reform what it Chinese distributors of prison made
ISection A in a game
considers lawbreakers. Wu, like many products were easily selling to United
competitive, includ-1
lli
ing a strong showing
which makes NBK a
others, was imprisoned on charges of States businesses.
by the fi~t year ·teams. Before we get to serious contender for the title, as they beat
criticizing the Communist .Party. He was
Wu's ·answer is economic sanctions
the playoff picture, there are some individ- them 49-2! Kaiser Soza Conspiracy
sentenced to 19 years (1960-1979) against China. He urges the U.S. to conuals who must be recognized. First, Ruvi played a solid game against Butter Knives
because of his counterrevolutionary ideas sider China's most favored nation status
Dhabby of the Butter Knives (1-7) as the battle of 3rd . years produced the
and sent to a labor camp. The Chinese in light of its human rights record. "The
deserves
to be the most valuable coach for expected result of a Kaiser win. The
·
i
f
systerns
in
China
do
not
run
on
a
re~ pfi;ojustify the Laogai system as a
.
.
.
actually getting a team together every week dreams of Section B winning a playoff
educate and transform prison~rs · ~to: 'bl\dg . It is a profit center. If trade
law-abiding, like-thinkingr citizens/who sanctions .are implemented, the Chinese
of their miserable season. On the other game came to a rapid halt when Bratton's
hand Dave Krause of the Venerable Vultures Bombers killed them.
support themselves through labor.
cannot simply isolate themselves.
(0-7) deserves to be the least valuable coach
As for the Co-Rec division, it was an
Labor did reform Wu~ Once free he Isolationism will never work."
decided his life work was to fight the
Critics of economic sanctions argue .since his team (and he) only showed up exciting year as the experienced teams ·
once all seas<>n. Gary Cuµen ofKaiser Soza pounded their competition. Funkybones,
brutal system from abroad. "I crossed the that by developing a capitalist economy
line between life and death many times. in China, human rights violations will . Conspiracy hit the most homeruns this coached by Wayne Beauden (thanks for
year, beating out Karwin, Davis, and Wight the kOdiak) took the top seed by leading
They can't stop me. Nobody can stop decline · in a prosperous environment.
(the warning track power boys) by at least 'his team to a solid 8-:1 record. Res
me," Wu said.
Wu counters that democracy is not necJudicata (The alumni team) pounded the
2 hom_eruns each.
Now living in California, Wu is a essarily .linked to capitalism and that the
This year also l:µd it's share of excit-' competition and finished the season 7-1 .
ing finishes. Most notably, Matt Brega but more importantly averaged 15 runs a
(R.O.Y.S.) had a bottom of the 7th, tWo game and allowed only 4. Pro~or Kelly
out hit to beat Bratton's Bombers, and the must have practiced in the off season
next week Ry.m Saba (R.O.Y.S.) had a because the Faculty.surprised everyone by
last inning, two out homerun to win fiom finishing 7-2. Taking the fourth seed was
scholar at the Hoover Institution ltt Communist regime is very stable right
behind against Natural Born Killers. WSU, now known as Thomas Jefferson
Stanford University, and a familiar face at . now. In fact, Wu argues, China is hostile
Every game this year was thrilling, but (fJU - Tijuana U?). Sarah Kamman led
congressional hearings and European to Western democracy, as seen by its
then again there is nothing like a good her team (formerly known -as Shut the
. capitols, where he speaks out about the alignment with North Korea, Iraq and
fight to_end a game.
Hell Up) to a fifth seed playoffspot with a
labor camp·system. He accuses the West Pakistan, and has no reason, other than
The competitive division created a 5-3 record. · They would actually have·a
as having conveniently turned a blind money, to change the profit-making
few surprise finishes. Last year's section C shot at winning if Dave Boyd admitted
eye to imported goods made in Chinese prison system.
team, which only won one game in two that he can't hit and moved himself to
labor camps and paying too much attenAt sake is an estimated $14 billion
seasons, showed up this·year to become right field. Rounding out the field are
tion to the few known dissidents who in U.S. direct investment in China over
the # 1 ranked team. The R .O.Y.S. ended Section C (6th), Section A3 (7th) and
are released instead of focusing on the the last three years and an estimated $35
..
this,;s,easpn
witli: orilyron:e-•lass"whfcih;was''"'Settfon A1"(8th):' Secti'Ofi'A this year had
billioir~in
trade,
according
to
Asif,
~ek.
i
entire fore J;)boF':_S¥St~,:!~~:':;.:,,,s
handed to them by Dan Benson's team, so many players they had to split into 3
Wu's e~erien'Ceslligiili~flh~ ·issue This undoubtedly makes the Clinton
Kaiser Soza Conspiracy (fluke). Last year's teams -: a law school record for 1st year
oflabor-camp exports to the States. This Administration think twice about throwtwo:..time champion Natural Born Killers turnout. As for the loser teams: Section B,
issue has recently been clouded by the ing up trade barriers against the Chinese
- official Chinese argument that American market in an election year. Cognizant of {NBK) ended the regular season losing 2 Section A2, Se~tion E and Venerable
games, which was more than both seasons · Vultures ·(SBA team) were so bad they
prisoners also produce for the market- this fact, Wu said, "the Chinese have
combined last year. Bratton's Bombers, didn't make the playoffi. They had a complace and for export. Wu reminds us that learned everything from capitalism."
lead ~y ·coach Scott Halberstadt, finished bined record of 5-32, and 3 of those 5
there is a moral distinction between Now, according to Wu, it's time for them
their season in fourth. with a lackluster 6- wins were by forfeit.
imprisonment under a system of justice to "learn the important policy of bankThe Co-Rec playoffi start on Dec. 1
3 record. If they could have a full team
and unjustified political imprisonment, as ruptcy."
show up each week, they might have a and continue through Dec. 2. The odds there is between normal imprisonment
solid run at the title. But unfortunately, on favorites are Funkybones and .Res
any team that uses John Asch has no legit- Judicata, but the crowd favorite is the
imate shot at the finals. As for the pathet- Faculty because we · would like them .to
ic first year teams, only Section B made a finally win for once. Finally I would like
solid showing this year by finishing the to thank our two newest umpires, John
season at 5-5.
Cohen and Bob Karwin, as they needed
The first round of the playoffi on jobs desperately so I took pity on them.
. THE DIAMOND SOURCE
Monday, November 20th, prod_uced four Remember next semester there will be
good games which advanced the four another Softball season plus a basketball
favorites into the semifinals. The R.O.Y.S. league so sign up early!
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He urges the US. to consider China's most favored
natiOn status in light of its human rights record.
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USD Appellate
Moot Court
Competitions
St. Thomas More Constitutional Law
(Team Corµpetition)
Problem Distributed - Jan.31, noon &
5:00 pm
Sign-up Deadline - Feb.7, 6:00 pm
Brief Due - Feb. 14, 6:00 pm
· Oral Arguments - Feb. 21, 22, 6:30 pm
(downtown)
Final Round - Feb 23, 6:30 pm (Grace
Courtroom)

USO Appellate Moot Court Board. Seated: (from left to right) Jackie Hamilton, Stephanie Kish, Licia Heffernan (Chairperson),
April Spitzer, Fausta Albi. Standing (from left to right) Jilana Miller, Joe Daley, Jason Tho'rton,:James Harman, Mike Connor,
Rich Ames, Matt Rampy, Tom Flattery, Jennifer Myer. Not pictured: Bill Kuebler.

Congratulations to the ·winners of the
1995 Alumni Tort Moot Court Competition ·

First Place: Anthony Boyd. Second Place: Elizabeth Savage. Third Place: Joshua Brys. Fourth Place: Scott Miller. Best Oralist:
David Krause-Leemon. Best Brief Respondent: Elizabeth. Savage. Best Brief Petitioner: Scott Miller.

Lou Kerig Criminal Law Competition
(Individual Competition)
Problem Distributed - March 20, noon
& 5:00 pm
Sign-up Deadline - March 27, 6:00 pm
Brief Due - April 3, 6:00 pm
Oral Arguments - April 10, 11, 6:30 pin ,
(downtown)
Final Round -April 12, 6:30 pm
(Grace c;::ourtroom)
Winters Competition
,(First-Year Competition)
First Round Oral Arguments - April
, 22,6:30 pm
Fi11al Round - April 23, 6:30 pm
For more information, contact the
Board at (619) 260-4530

'E ~per i enc e' It .9L { [

Watching the students present their
Additionally, it is "hard to have comLast Wednesday, I strolled toward the sides, I was drawn into -\heir arguments petitions without these people volunCourthouse downtown and wondered, and felt a respect for their careful prepa- teering their time , as bailiffs," said
not for the first .time since _I've entereci . _rati9n and_willingness to put thepiselves Har.man ,)-:fe added, "They ar~ helping
law s~~~ -~~~ ' --~~-. : ' , ·: ~ . F;· -~e spamJrhe 1patnt'tpant~o:e "' d ¥e;. s~h «> otiUti. ' fit-e"'"·Mobf~e'oltrt .
exactly?" I entered the Courthouse and Court really take the opportunity seri- Program out." This is very important to
· sat down next to some of my fellow stu- ously and obviously put in a great deal of · the continued success of the program
dents. At the risk of revealing my igno- work to try and be the best that they can. here at USO. Licia Heffernan, Chair of the
ranee, I turned to one of the neighboring
At the en& of the round, I got to Moot Court Board, explained that "comstudents and asked coyly, "Say, what remain in the room and he-ar the judges. peting gives you better experience speakdecide how to score. Although their ing in public, learning to think on your feet
exactly IS a bailitf, anyway?"
"I don't know,'' he responded. I was written br;ief is 25-35% of their overall faster,'' and "the brief really enhances your
somewhat relieved to realize that I was grade for preliminary rounds, the grade is research . skills."
Matt Rampy, the
not the only volunteer for Moot Court mostly based on oral arguments. In the Constitutional
Law
Competition
who had no idea what was going on. I
By Eydie Kaufman

in the wise words o_if Samuel L. Clem_ens, "I never
let my schooling interfere With my education. Law
school is Comprised of more than just classes and
d
StU ying.

last year. And while "the success of the
program here is really unquestioned,"
Harman noted that _support for Moot
Court at USO is lower than at other
"scn<>ols: ;,+,~
Right now there are five separate
competitions throughout the Semester,
but only Jessup is a national competition.
The rest only involve USO students
against other USO students. The reason
USO does not get to compete with
other schools, except for Jessup, is
because of the budget, according to
Harman. "Some schools have big budgets and send out lots oft. ;ts,'' and they

get "a good reputation for oral advocaonly knew that I wanted to allow myself •••
cy." Harman stated that the "school has
to experience some of the opportunities
JJ
been very supporti".'e, but it's a matter of
offered by USO.
Minutes later, my fellow first years
priorities." Student support of such proand I were all whisked upstairs to be
grams therefore seems crucial to keeping
opportunities to learn outside the classbriefed dn what our exact duties as bailiff
room alive and well.
would be. After some simple explanaBeing a bailiff for Moot Court was_a
tions, we were excu~ed to commence
our responsibilities.
finals, the grade rests entirely on oral Coordinator, added that overall, research beneficial and practical activity, one that
When I arrived at my assigned arguments.
skills are "summarily taught" at USO and too many students are missing out on. It
I Vitening to the judges really helped
that the amount of preparation and is so easy, especially for sfressed-out first
courtroom, my first task was to make
sure the water jugs were filled. After that me by providing insight into what judges involvement "makes a better researcher years, to reason that they don't have time
simple job, I went out and introduced look for and expect from attorneys. I through the competitions."
to participate in such events. However,
myself to the t~o USO competitors found my experience of being a bailiff
Harman pointed out "as an attorney, in the wise words of Samuel L. Clemens,
waiting anxiously in the hallway. Unlike rriuch more enjoyable and informative you have a responsibility to at ·1east be "I n'ever let my schooling interfere with
Mock Triai, Moot Court does not than I expected.
able to speak in public ... because you my education." L1w school is comprised
include a jury or witnesses, it involves
There are many reasons to get never know when you're going to have of more than just classes and studying.
two students arguing an issue of law involved with Moot Court, said National to. Plus, there's the intellectual challenge There are many activities and opportunibefore judges. The students first argue Team member and Bailiff Coordinator of it al,!. These are issues with no clear ties to get' involved outside the classone side, then they go to another court- James Harman. To be eligible to com- answer." The Moot Court board goes to room, and these events are_ an integral
room .and argue the opposite side to a pete, you must be a second or third year great lengths to make sure that the com- part of getting the most out of the whole
new set of judges.
student. But even though first year stu- petitions are challenging and well .done. law school experience. As students, we
Next, I went inside to meet the dents can only serve as bailiffs, Moot ·For example, in the final rounds, they owe it to ourselve~ to get involved and
judges. Normally there are three judges, Court is a great way "to get exposure to secure judges that are "noteworthy, from enrich our education.
For those interested, there are two
but I only had two. Both were local what appellate advocacy is like. They their position or their specialty in that
attorneys, and both said they had gone have to do this for their Lawyering Skills field," said ·f-iarman.
upcoming competitions: Constitutional
through Moot Court competitions class and it's nice for them to see what's "
.The Jess tip t~ani for last ' year won ' Law in Feb. and Criminal Law in April.
themselves. They were not only cordial expected of them." Harman said. Even first place in the U.S., came in second in' Students who wish to volunteer or combut very informative. I went out and those students who plan to do their oral the entire world, and Beth Pollack was pete may do so by calling 260-4530 or
retrieved the waiting competitors and argument as required for Lawyering Skills named the third best oralist in the entire stopping by the Moot Cotirt office in
introduced them to the judges, then I in the second semester and then never liti- world. In the prior year, USO won best Warren Hall, Room 125 (next to the
settled down to complete my task as time gate again can benefit from beirig a volun- brief in the world. We were also second lawyering skills offices).
keeper for the round.
teer.
in the California Trar?-or competition
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Federalist Society Sponsors Speakers

By Gregory Alan Bartlett

free-market school system, parents would- what about innocents who are executed?
Despite a less than auspicious history at
not have enough intere~t.in their children's So· what! Thousands of innocents die in·
education to force schools to improve and cars every year but the cost is worth the
USO in recent . years, this semester The .
Federalist Society has generated more tlian •
become educationally · competitive. Mr. benefit, however perceived._
modicum of interest. The Federalist
Horowitz believes a better solution is to ·
What about most western nations in ·
simply give school principals more author- Europe not having the death penalty? They
Society is the "conservative" organization at
the law school. But there is more to the
ity and autonomy, Of course, this presup- also don't have the u.s:s crime rate.
· story here. Nationally, and perhaps especialWhat about the lengthy appeals
poses the principal has both the acumen for
ly here ·at USO, The Federalist Society
reform, the motivation, and t1te wjllingness . . process and its cost? That's a problem of the
embraces many libert:aiian ideals. In fact, a
to rock _the politic?! boat.
~ppe~ pi:oc;ess _
and not the death penalty.
recent speaker sponsored by USD's
In the broader scheme of things; ,this ,, ~es4;Jys, .~~.t do you think inmates do
Federalist Society went so far as to suggest
may poll;tt out #lat some conservatives · w{\~9 tl}ey'p'j ll;t jail . on a life sentence?
the their president was a radical liberal.
don't really want to break down the ,Bas.9lle ;,,. '.IJ1~}7~e 3PlW*.·. ·n ,
.
Speake; D~. Ern~i ;a~ jen Haag
. of government, they only want a ch~g ..,.,<;: r~9ffi~'''°~ ~ke.d ''~hat about the death
Unfortunately, people ofi:en let labels
obfuscate the iS.sues. The Federalist Society
Mr. Horowitz' lecture w:is titled "The of the guard.
.'· -,··· -Kperw!tx ~81-W& on.~nieone's "natural"
is based on, among others, the following Constitutio~ .Rights Revolution and the
On November 8; The Federalist . ·'~igp!N1 ; ;w.lw%dp, you. think "rights" come
principles:
Disintegration ofCommunity Institutions:' · Society hosted Or. Ernest van den Haag . fioin? Through some immacul:\te concep- The state exists to preserve individual , Mr. Horowitz questioned whethef-the legal who spoke on "The Death .Penalty:' With tion? They come from us-we ~. !:Jlem
freedom;
, rights revolution has really helped the . almost sixty people attendance, the event and decide what they are. Of course, you
-Economic and political liberties are inex- underclass. He suggested,-for example, that was a popular one. Dr. van den Haag is may believe they exist with the requisite
tricably intertwined;
the "elite'.' have stripped public school offi- presently a Distinguished Scholar at the religious belief, but Judaism, Christianity,
-The separation cf governmental powers cials of the authority necessary to maintain Heritage Foundation. Additionally, he has and Islam, at least, all support the death
1
is central to our Constitution;
discipline. This, in the nam<? of ensuring the -taught jurisprudence at Fordham, social penalty.
-It is emphatically the province and duty students' "rights:' As a result, public school philosophy at NYU, and has written extenHow can people support.the ultimate
of the judiciary to say what the law is, .not systems, ~cially in .urban centers, baye · sively in the fields ofsociology, criminal law, punis~ent and not something_less like
.
what it should be.
torture, _isn't that inconsistent? Everyone
suffered fiom crime and disruptions to the ;µid psychology.
The Federalist Society sponsored two detriment of not just the students' health,
Dr. van den Haag is an unassuming dies, so we can ~late to it.The death penalevents in November.. The · first, on bqt their ~ducation well.
c~cter who voiced his support of the
ty only accelerates the death that comes to
.
November 2, featured Michael J. Horowitz.
. The hypocritical curiosity, he posited, death penalty in an engaging manrter. He all of us. On the other hand; not everyone'
Mr. Horowitz is a Senior Fellow at the is that the same elite who contributed to focused not so much on why we should is tortured.
Look for more Federalist Society
Hudson Institute. He has taught at this decay have removed their children fiom . have the death penalty, but "why not?" .
Georgetown, has been General Counsel for the system. Surprisingly, Mr. Horowitz did
Dr. van den Haag lefi: plenty of time events next semester. For literature and
the Office of Management and Budget, and not support giving everyone the right to for questions and this is where he was at his ·other information, leave a message in the
was Co-Chairman of the Cabinet Council's opt out, through school vouchers for exam- best. He pointed out that overwhelmingly mailbox of Gregory Hartlett _or Grace
Working Group on Legal/Tort Policy.
ple: Apparently, Horowitz feels that given a Americans favor the death penalty. But Braumagen.
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By Ken Long

was whenJ _woke up lat~'. Not wanting
to participate in "ilie"'sit of'stalRgailre, lI
The survival-of-the-fittest _race to
rode my bicycle. When I was ready. to
find ;i parking space at USO has caused
ride home, a solicitor asked if I was leavthe following types of parkers to evolve
. ing. I was
a good mood, so I gave an
from the commuting primordial ooze.
enthuastic yes before she followed me to
Sitters: Sitters do exactly that: sit.
the bike rack outsi.de of the library. I
They sit in their cars until they see some- ·
hadn't been flippe~off for a long time.
one vacating a spot. .This is a good thing
Jubilants: Jubilants come at 7:00
to do, because it saves fossil fuel and gives
a.m. and get the prime real estate right in
th~ student many a quiet hour to read.
front of the library. This is a good thing
Among sitters,there is a great variety.
to ·do., Yet t notice, from my vantage
Snotty ~itters (usually- with cars worth 3
point in the study rooms, that they rub it
X tuition) sit tl)ere and pout with disgust ·
in. T hey go outside and look at their
that spots aren't openin-g soon enough;
cars, shit-eating grins from ·.ear to ear,
"like that guy has been there all day!"
gleeful they got the best spot. They ask
Then there are the sitters with attitude,
Trekkers have given up trying to patk near school.
tfieir friends if they saw their car in the
who sit in their cars, radio on; with an
expression that says "I don't have to go to buy a big sandwich and go to your car, key in the door, then ac~ like you forgot good spot, particularly offensive to sitters
class until I get a plac:e to park." They are remaining in the front seat while you something and hurry back into the nursing bed-sores on their bums. The
too good to walk very far, and if they are savor every bite. Two or three sitters will library. This stalker will become a sitter jubilants usually turn into sitters 'by ~he
late to class " ... well then -get me the start their engines, give up, cuss, and leave hoping for your return before .he search- end of the we ek when exhaustion from
late night TV and waking up at 6:00
parking spot I'ni entitled 'to." Then ·there by the time you savor' a final belch.
es out more prey.
is the grouch, sitting there with his botSolicitors: Solicitors wait until makes coming eariy impossible.
Stalkers: Stalkers don't sit in their
Trekkers: When all else.fails, t4ese
tom lip out mad as hell he can't park.
cars, instead they circle like vultures, class break and then pester their friends,
Sitters are exceptionally fun to tea5e. slowly following human forms w:llking "are you leaving?" "Don't you owe me a type head to remote regions of the camWhen the complexities of law tax my near parked cars, making the innocent favor?" "Why aren't you leaving . . ." pus, park,·walk, and perspire: Sitters will
brain, I like to stroll through the parking pas~erby feel like a vl.ctim of "Christine." Soliciting is a good way to cut in front of usually become trekkers on the·days their
lot, keys in hand, and _approach a car that . T hey stalk their prey ever so obviously, I the other sitters, and letting a friend drive books weigh the ·most, justifying their
I do not own. · Tw!> sitters usually- start -feel fiom time to time that if I do not · you to your car lets you avoid feeling the crude language on the hilly portions of
their engines, then l keep walking, move my car they will simply run ine evil presence of a stalker breathing down , campus. These typl!S don't last long.
chuckling to myself inside. When I rec- down, call a tow truck and explain to the your neck. I expect at least one violent When class is over and the newspaper is
ognize a sitter from one of my classes, I driver that because I am now dead I no confrontation between a solicitor and a read, they become solicitors, asking their
hold up one finger as if I'm indicating a longer need a good parking space. Being sitter this year. The solicitor Will say she friends for a ride back to their car.
The entrepreneur in me (who is
spot. I approach the car and before they a not-so-attractive male, however, I must is entitled to the spot beca~se she asked,
say "where are you parked" I ask them admit being followed and adored by so the sitter will say he has been there the heavily in debt) thought I could sell my
some bizarre question from Tax Policy. many is good for my ego.
_
longest. At least the .Department of parking place to a sitte~, drive home and ·
They seem shocked at first, then ~fuse to
To tease a stalker, I walk quickly, Public Safety will have so~ething to do. ride my bicycle back. I tried it once. Big
believe that I don't have a parki~g space keys in hand, to my parked car. I open ,
But some solicitori go to far. One Macs were on sale so I only asked $5.00
and ask if I am leaving any time soon. I the _door, exchange books, then lock the told me I was missing out on a key time for it. The sitter became a chaser. He
tell them "around 7:30 tonight." Once door, paying careful attention to the in my daughter's life by staying at school took the Club from the floor of his jeep
out of sight I chuckle so much I have to stalker's expression. If the engine revs, I all day. I told him it·was nap time, and he and ran after me. Luckily I run faster
pee, reveling in the disappointment _I dive for cover. You can also tease a stalk- . said ;'nothing compares to holding an than most and couldn't understand much
have seen in their eyes. Should a sitter er· with a slow Southern stroll to your innocent, sleeping baby." -Sometimes I'm of what he said - something about "I
miss a spot while you are_talking, there car, leu;ing the stalker's anticipation build, solicited by strangers·asking if I ·am leav- didn't' cough up $80.00 to buy your
could be violence (wea:r good shoes to letting him taste and smell a good park- ing, some even offer me a ride to my car. (expletive deleted} Big Macs. Now I
run away}. ~o tease many sitters at once, ing place. Just when yoti, get there, put a
T he best teasing I did to a solicitor have ·to be more careful when I tease the
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THE -NATIONAL JURIST EXPOSES LOW -PERCENTAGE
OF WOMEN LAW PROFESSORS AT USD
By Jennifer Brobst
The "equal treatment" sco~, how- women, only 32% of the student body hers. USO has only 22% female faculty.
The National Jurist magazine for law ever, doesn't mean much and the nation- were women, and only a meager 10% of Most of the schools which ranked higher than. we did have at least 30-60%
students in its recent October al range of scores more or less confirm the faculty were women.
/November issue ranked USO number that. To determine the equal treatment
In contrast, the· leadership score female faculty, and those that ranked .
88 out of 167 ABA accredited law score, The NationalJurist used the results ranged far and wide, but USO was actu- lower fell as low as 5%. Although in my
schools nationwide in terms of how of a Princeton survey of 18,009 students ally just fine on that one. We scored, vie\v, the percentage of female students is
receptive the school is to the women on ABA accredited law school campuses . higher in terms of student leadership on probably the most important of the four
who study and teach here. This means · which asked them the following ques- law review, SBA, and moot court than factors considered in The National Jurist,
USD is in the top 48% or bottom 52%; · tion: "Female students are afforded equal many of the schools which ranked high- the percentage of female faculty comes
dept'.nding on how y.ou- lriok at'ifr; Of treatment by students and faculty - yes or er than we did. As you may know, Kathy in as a close second. It's certainly no
course, the criteria .for ' determining the no?" Well, for one, we don't know if they Horning is USD's Editor-in-Chief of panacea to all the myriad sources of inseranking were selected by The Nati'onal surveyed male .or female students or Law Review and Licia Heffernan is curity which we as law students face, but
Jurist;· a~d include some valid and some
both. Also, the question is so· broad the Chair of the Appellate Moot .Court it certainly doesn't hurt in my view as a
not-so-valid determining factors. The answer is probably going to end up real~ Board. · Although The National Jurist female student to see women professors ·
ranking balances a law school's percent- ly being a response to questions like "did didn't consider other forms ofleadership, confident and authoritative in front of
age Of female . Students ~ percentage Of YOU have a nice breakfast this morning, II our administration of course includes the classroom.' It must make a huge diffemale faculty, percentage of female law or "how's· that boyfriend or g~rlfriend Dean Kristine Strachan and Assistant ference ·to the women professors themreview, moot court board and student bar treating you," or,..do you mind all of this Deans Carrie Wilson and Virginia Shue, selves to have other female role models
association members · and leaders (the cloudy ·weather?" In .other words, the and the new President of the University ·on the faculty.
"leadership" score), and a ' so-called answer is basically going to be swayed by ' is Alice Hayes. Motions Editor-in-Chief,
whatever USD's reason may be for
"equal treatment'' score. The first three the general mood of the pers~n;"· i.mless Belinda Etezad Rachman; and 4/5 of tile its Jow percentage of feqiale faculty, it
criteria are probably valid enough __ .no . : there's' a' severe gender ~iscrimi~ation Motions · ·Editorial Board are ' women. .certainty·'d9c;_
s not reflect well on the
tried td interview sevei-al
doubt seeing a sufficient percentage of. problem on ' the . campus. In' any event, Moreover, the ' percentage ·of ferhale 'st~ " s~hool. '
female .faces in leadership positions and ·with ail "equal-treatment" sco·re oft to 4, .dents·at l.,JSD w~ also not i major prob- (emale facultf members to obtain
in the general Student community will all of the schools scored between 2 to 3, lem: we .now have 42% female students, ans*ers to the qµestion of how best to
make most female students and faculty including . the lowest overall tanked · but many of the ·schools which r:iµked 'improve the - sit.uation and met with
feel less self..:conscious and more corifi- school, Brigham Young Universit)r Law lower and higher than we did had about . extrenie reluctance on their parts to go
dent about their chances of success in the School, Which had an "equal treatment" the same.
· on the record or even discuss it privately.
academic and professional legal environ- score of 2.62 despite the fact that less '
Where the real difference lies is in That in itselr'shows that all·is not well.
ment.
than 50% ·of their student leaders were ·the percentage of female faculty memRank
School
% Students
Leadership
Equal Treatment
Overall
.% Faculty
Here's<!: sample of a
few of the 168 law
97.7
4.
.Santa Clara U.
90.44
50
50
3.07
,
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10.
Howard
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51
2.35
schools whic.h fared
....
~r'-~~+5fi -~~-· 45--·
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26.
better ' and .. worse
86.1
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30.
than USO on the
85.7
29
108
43
Cal.
Western
32.
~.84
"Best Law Schools
84.6
110
2.51
28
46
39.
UCLA
for Women" rank77.5
2.88
22
90
U San Diego ,
42 '
fill.
ing
by.
The
. 2.78
75.1
43
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24
102.
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68.4
2.55
44
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145.
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DOMESTIC VIOLENCE.: AMERICA'S CIVIL WAR

By Jennifer Brobst
Domestic violence is so prevalent in
the United States that many people seem
not to recognize its · import upon the
American psyche and its social fabric.
Systematic .physical violence occurs in
one out of every three to four couples
and families in the U.S. These are all
cases which could be prosecuted, which
are considered criminal, and which show
that something is deeply wrong in the
· American family. '
Who hasn't occasionally gotten his
or her .feelings hurt by a family member
who knows exactly what buttons to
push? Who , h3$n't been- yelled at by a '
parent or a boyfriend or girlfriend or
spouse? Who hasn't yelled hack? - Drank
too much and yelled fouder? Thrown
something i.n anger? Been told to stop
being so stµpid? Been le.ft wit~ the d~or
slammed and the words "f--k you"?
Been p ushed dur:ing an argument, or
throttled, -o r.pelted across the face? .
Kathleen Finley, Deput~ City
Attorney, gave a presentation at USO on
October 30 on the topic of "same sex
domestic vi9lence," which bro ugh.~ to
my attention how widespread this problem really i~. She played, a 911 tape, p.ow
vividly imprinted upon my memory, of a
child hysterically trying to, get in touch
with the police, while the chifd's parents
were screaming at the·top of their lungs

in the background.
What are we going to do aoout this?
Every remedy seems woefully inadequate: TROs, police intervention, counseling, prosecution when · the victim
might actually testify for the
defense... my God.- Finley shattered my
preconceptfon that. domesti~ · violence
might partially be a product of gender ·
miscommunication and even natural difference ~mong the sexes in terms of size
and possibly temperament. Domestic
viole~ce between homosexual partners
occurs at ,·the same rate that . it . does ·
between heterosexual partners. One difference is th~t ' ho~osexual partners' are
more likely to fight back, according to
Finley, beca1;1se the partners · are more
likely to be of a similar size. In straight
couples women oft~n can't fight .back:
95% of the documented , victims of
domestic. violence .in San Diego and
nationally are women, and only 5% are
men. Something .teUs me that i( it
weren't for that size ~ifferential the statistics would e~ide,nce lot more male victims, Sounds a~ful, doesn't it? It really
is. This crisis of ".iole~ce among us cut~
~cross all socio-eco~omic, -racial, age, sex,
and sexual preference divisions. As an
· anthropology 91ajor in college, my fore~ost impression when . faced with this
issue n~\\'.- is th~t ...;,e are ~till so damn
primitive.

a

Families ,are the best thing I can
think of under the sun: .:._ we need each.
other and we like each other and we love
each other and sometimes we hate each
other. Fortunately for all of us, there are
those who refuse to tolerate some forms
of hate, including that insidious, all too
prevalent form called dpmestic violence.
Take Finley for example. She's not much
older than . most of us students. She
passed the bar in 't 992, and now she's
Assistant Director of the Child Abuse
and Domestic Violence Unit at the City
Attorney's Office .in San . Diego. .That
unit was only established in 1988. In the
last five years, the incidence. of dom(!stic
violence related homicides in San Diego
bas dropped 60%, following new mandatory arres,t , and "no-drop" policies for
domestic .v'i~lence (i.e., ,the police have

to arrest perpetrators, and, when sufficient evidence to prosecute exists, prosecutors have to bring the case to trial,
with or . without the victims' cooperation). Finley is also the first lawyer in the
State of California to bring to light the
special needs of gay and lesbian dom~stic
violence cases.
What a relief that there are people
out there to snap us out of the . "blah,
blah, blah" mentality regarding seemingly insurmountable problems in society.
No important issue is ever really a lost ·
cause, is it? Finley quoted Janet Reno as
saying, "domestic violence begets s~reet
violence." Given that domestic violence
personally and directly affects from 2533% of us and -indirectly affects many,
many more, this issue is riot just a crisis,
it's a veri~ble civil war.

42°/o OF ALL MURDERED
WOMEN ARE KDJ.ED BY
· THE SAME MAN.

Each day women are beaten to death
by ·tneir husbands or boyfriends. Just
as frightenirig; each day neighbors
·make 'excuses for n~t getting involved.
For information about fiow you can
heip to stOp ddmestic.violence,
1-800-777~1%0
' .., ~.
'
,.

call

There's
No, Excuse for
'
.Domestic Violence
-
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~~JUST THE FACTS
Over 25 years of experience with the California Bar Exam.
#1 choice among California Bar Exam applicants.
·
.
Last summer, more students took BAR/BRI than any other course.

Outlines WJitten by ABA Law School Professors, many of whom are casebook and hornbook authors.
BAR/BRl's Bar Exam oriented outlines are clear & concise. Separate outlines for each subject tested.
Students receive a black letter law capsule summary of all subjects. This Mini ~eview includes flow charts and
comparison charts.
·
Distinguished ABA Law School Professors lecturing in their area of expertise. Professors include.: Charles
Whitebread (USC); Willie Fletcher (Boalt Hall); Richard Sakai (Santa Clara)~ Therese Maynard (Loyola); John
Diamond (Hastings): Richard Wydick (U.C. Davis); Peter Jan Honigsberg (USF); Erwin Chemerinsky (USC).

MULTISTATE EXAM
PREPARATION

Giibert &-Day Multlstate Workshop
_Offered to BAR/BRI enrollees at no additional cost. Each day covers a separate Multistate subject. The format
consists of an exam followed by a lecture which reviews the answers and highlights the areas most tested on
the Bar Exam.
BAR/BRI Multlstate Workshops
These workshops are integrated with your substantive law lectures throughout the BAR/BRI course. Substantive
lectures sequentially followed by Multistate workshop (e.g., Crimes ·and Torts substantive lectures followed by
a Crimes and Torts Multtstate workshop). This is designed to give students the maximum benefit from these
workshops.
Giibert 3-Day Multlstate Workshop
.
Offered to BAR/BRI enrollees at no additional cost. The format consists of afull-day simulated Multistate Exam,
that is computer graded and analyzed, given under exam conditions followed by two days of thorough analysis
of each question, subject by subject, reviewing substantive law as well as methodology and technique.
Multlstate Materials
Over 3,000 practice Multistate questions, including 700 ACTUAL MBE QUESTIONS from the National Conference
of Bar Examiners and a simulated Multistate Exam.

COMPUTER
SOFTWARE

Revolutfonary "STUD¥ SMART'"" per5onalizea software. Sophisticated software package includes-various-options:
• Multiple Choice Questions
• Outlines
• Capability for immediate review of key bar exam principles
• Instantaneous diagnostic feedback in 30+ MBE subareas •The ability to customize program with personal notes
ALL AT NO ADDED COST

ESSAY EXAM
PREPARATION

Essay Exam Workshops

PERFORMANCE
TEST
PREPARATION

BAR/BRl's essay workshops, featuring Professor Richard Sakal, develop skills in writing essays specifically for
the California Bar E}(8m. These skills are emphasized through in-class exercises.
Practice Essay Exam Materlals
Graded and critiqued practice essay exams. Over 110 actual past California Bar Exam essay questions with model
answers.
Perfor"'.'ance Test Workshops

Featuring Professor Peter Jan Honigsberg, BAR/BRI teaches atime/data management system necessary to cope
with this unique portion of the Bar Exam.
·
Practice Performance Test Materials
Graded and critiqued practice performance tests. 10 actual past California Bar Exam performance tests with model
answers.

GRADED
SIMULATED
BAR EXAM

A simulated Bar Exam given over two consecutive weekends that includes all three sections on the Califurnia
~ar Exam (Essay, Performance and Multistate). This split exam format helps prevent student "burn our which
may occur when students take a full simulated Bar Exam a few wee.ks prior to the actual Bar Exam.
Essay Performance and Multistate simulated exams are graded and critiqued.

STUDY
SCHEDULE

will peak at the most important time: the 3 days of the Bar Exam.

Stt1dents utilize astructured Paced Program™ that gives adaily study schedule erganized so that their performance
Live lectures and workshoes are offered at most major locations throughout California.
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